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PREFACE

This guidance manual for state ilnd local police officers

and law enforcement personnel was prepnrc_d for the Office c)f

Noise Abatement and Control of the IInited States Environmental

Protection Agency as part of its mandate under the Noise Contr()l

Act (P.L. 92-574, 42 U.S.C. 490] e t seq. Supp. 1978). The !>ur-

pose of the manual is to provide law enforcement personnel wit|l

the necessary technical skills to enforce State and Local Motor

Vehicle Noise Laws.

The proper enforcement of motor vehicle noise violations

requires the noise enforcement officer to develop :;pec_fic tech-

i nical skills, both in the use of noise measuring e_.[uipment as
!

well as in the application of police practice to noise enforce-

_ ment. The importance of training is critical where the enforce-

ii ment officer is utilizing a sound level meter to measure the vio-
_+

_:i lation.1

[:i i

L

iSee State v. Aquilera, Fla. Supp. __
979; No. 711-1015 (County Court Traffic Division, Dade

County Florida, May 7, 1978] where the Court decided that

tbe reliability of a radar reading would not be accepted
as evidence that a violation occurred beyond a reasonable

doubt. The Court held that the equipment must be improved
and that training methods for enforcement officers must
include an intensive course of study in both the class

room and the field with a written examination for proof of
the qualifications of the officer who operates the

i: equlpment.
i:

©
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This l_anual has been written for use both by the police

officer who is charged with enforcement responsibilities as

well as his supervisor. Each section of the masual corresponds

to the modules of the Police Noise Esforcemont Program as de-

veloped by the International Brotherhood of Police Officers.

An Instructor's guide is provided for each module.

The manual may be used Jn its entriety or section by

section, depending on local needs.
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I. A. Basics of Sound and Sound Measurement

I. A. Io Sound and Noise

SOUND IS PRODUCED BY VIBRATING OBJECTS. Common expamles which

easily demonstrate this concept are drums, tuning forks, guitar

strings, musical reeds, and vocal chords. The vibrating object

causes air particles to move with it. As the vibrating object

moves back and forth it causes the air around it to carry these

vibrations away from it in the form of waves.

Sound is a series of disturbances which travel in the form

of waves, similar to waves in the ocean. Sound waves are given

off in all directions as when a pebble is gently dropped into a

pond and small ripples, or waves, travel outward from the point

where the pebble struck the watsr's surface. _

WAVES IN A POND

GRAPIIIC Z.
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For e_pamls, if there is a cork floating on the surface

of a pond, the cork will bob up and down at a point as the

waves pass by. When sound waves pass through the air, the air

molecules oscillate in a similar manner about their undisturbed

position.

The motion of the cork illustrates three important char-

acteristics of waves: magnitude, frequency, and variation with

time.

The magnitude of the wave is the vertical displacement of

the cork from the still water surface.

The number of times the cork oscillates up and down per

il unit of time represents the frequency of the wave motion.

GRAPHIC 2.
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-- If you drop only a few pebbles in the pond, the ripples

would disappear after a short time. But if you constantly stir

the water in phase with the waves, £he ripples would continue°

I. A. 2. How Sound Travels

Sound cannot travel in a vacuum; it requires a medium, or

substance, in which the molecules can "bump" against each other.

Air, water and solids provide the medium.

Sound waves in air are actually pressure waves. The vi-

brating sound source creates regions of high pressure (compression)

as it moves out and low pressure regions (rarefactions) as it moves

back in. These high and low pressure waves move out from the sound

source in all directions.

GRAPHICNO.3

Sound travels at a rate known as the speed of sound. These

"sound waves" travel at 770 miles per hour (1128 feet/sec.) atilI

sea level and "standard conditions". Naturally, as you move away

from the sound source, the vibration energy that gets transmitted

to the air gets weaker because all this energy is spreading to

larger and larger _ircles around the source, Therefore, the

further away you are from the sound source, the lower the sound

i. level. This is called the attenuation of level with distance.

I. A. 3. Frequency

So far, we have only considered the magnitude or level of

sound. But sounds have other properties. The "character" of a

sound depends on the frequency or pitch of a sound.

I
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Consider the example of a loudspeaker. When the diaphragm

of the loudspeaker moves back and forth, fluctuations in the air

are generated in the form of sound waves. The number of complete

to-and-fro vibrations that the sound source, and hence the par-

ticles in the medium, make in one second is called the frequency.

GRAPHIC 4.

The frequency of the sound is the same as the frequency at

which the diaphragm moves back and forth. Frequency is expressed

in cycles _er second, also called llertz (IIz). For example, if the

loudspeaker diaphragm moves back and forth 75 times every second

continuously, the frequency of sound waves generated will he 75

cycles per second or 75 Hz.

Frequency is important because the ear does not respond to

low and high frequency sounds equally well.

GRAPHIC 5.

It iS important to know how the ear responds to different

frequencies if we arc to make a sound level meter respond in a

similar way.
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I. A. 4. Decibels

Sound measurement is characterized by (i) intensity, (2)

frequency and (3) duration. The decibel (dB) is a unit for meas-

uring the magnitude of sound.

A decibel is not a fixed value. It is simply a ratio, indi-

cating the proportion by which one value is greater or less than

another. For example, a sound of I0 decibels transmits i0 times

as much energy as a 0 decibel sound, a sound of 20 decibels trans-

mits i00 times as much energy as a 0 decibel sound, a sound of 30

decibels transmits 1,000 times as much, and so on.

Sound level meters read directly in decibels. However, the

officer must know something about the way several sound sources

may interact and affect the decibel reading registered on the

sound level meter. Consider two sources that, when measured alone,

each register 80 dB. Now, if these two sources are on simultane-

ously, the meter would register 83 dB. Three 80 dB sources, all

on at once, register 85 dB_ and 10 sources at once would register

90 dS.

GRAPHIC 6.

Table I. I. Outlines this example.

T_b! e I,

In_rease in Acoustic Power Increase in Decibels

2 times 3 dS

3 times 5 dB

10 times 10 dS __j



(_ombinin9 _)oun__)ressure Levels:

eachSourceindividually '"

Produces:

_0dBA roge,h,,.-th,_
Produce•

'" I]OdBA

1111 m_D

l source(so,tBt_) z sc$iJ_cCs "/'s_iJ_cEs ' 0 S_URCES
(1t3dBl_ C86JBA) ' C89dBA]
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The problem of how adding noise sources together affects

the total sound level in decibels has just been asnwcred. How-

ever, the next question is how are such changes in sound level

perceived in terms of changes in loudness? Not as you might

think! For example, a 3 dB increase is barely detcctabel, a

5 dB increase is clearly detectable, and a i0 dS increase is

jodged subjectively as TWICE as loud!! Summarizing:

+ idB : not detectable

+ 3dB : just detectable

+ 5dB : clearly detectable.

+10dB : twice (2) as loud

Therefore, IF A VEIIICLE IS OBVIOUSLY NOISIER THAN OTHERS IN

T_FFIC IT'S AT LEAST 5 B ABOVE TIIE REST. A vehicle judged as

much louder than the rest, say twice as loud, is around I0 dB

noisier.

Decibel addition and subtraction as related to actual en-

forcement methodology is discussed in greater detail in subse-

quent sections of this manual.

The ear does not respond equally to all frequencies, but is

less afflcient at low and high frequencies than at medium or

speech range frequencies. For this reason, different scales or

welghtings are applied to the decibel level.

Several weighting scales exist, but most EPA noise criter-

ia are based on the A-weighted decibel scale, abbreviated dB(A).

The dB(A) scale shows sound magnitude levels approximating what

the human ear would hear because it adjusts for the fact that

the ear does not respond equally to low, medium and high range -"

frequency.

C_ [IC 7-I0
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The A-weighted scale is used in all traffic enforcemen_ work.

Table 1.2 indicates the typical range of common sounds on an

A-welghted scale.
.°. ".,,

Table I. 2

-- TYPICALA-WEIGHTEDSOUNDLEVELS
DECIBELS

RE20uNIm=

"I'HRBSHO LD OF PAI hr_"l_O "_ HYDRAULIC PREBB(3'}

JET PLANS(50/.._m1301'
AUTOMOBILE HORN (3')ml 0 ROCK & ROLL BAND

i" , ' | CHAIN SAW (50'} '"

.. . ' " 1.101
i_ _ I ,UNMUFFLED" SNOWMOBILE {50")

:; OC.6 AIRLINER (IN$IDS}_I 3,3._SIREN AT (100']

MOTOR CYCLE{509 _.t
: OVER HIGHWAY TRUCK (50') --

j CAR ACCELERATING {50'} MUFFLED SNOWMOBILE {SO'}
0-- NSIOE CAR AT (S0.MPH_i:

_, VACUUM CLEANER (lO'J --- I--- CONVERSATION (3') '"
L',

k_

_PRIVATB BUSINESS OFFICE

" iml_ 0
': -" SOFT WHISPER15"}

BOm

:1 "" •
: ' :_0_BTUDIO FOR SOUND PICTURES

/
/ ; :¢'4 "'

,-_, 10 _ ' '

THRESItOLO OF HEARING

!_ YOUTHS • 1O00. 4000 ell |

Ls .=.
b ,"
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I. A. 5 Loudness

. The words loudness and magnitude are often used as if they

mean the same thing, though they have different meanings. The

magnitude of sound refers to the amount of energy flowing in the

sound waves. The loudness of sound is the strength of the sen-

sation received by the eardrum and interpreted by the brain.

Therefore, loudness is a subjective response to noise levels.

But for any individual, both the magnitude and loudness of a sound

depend on four factors: (1) the distance from the source of the

sound, (2) the amplitude of vibration, (3) the density of the

medlum through which the sound travels, and (4) the area of the

vibrating object.

The magnitude and loudness of a sound are dissipated as it

travels. As the distance increases between the source of the
C

sound and the person or sound measuring device, the energy flow-

ing in the sound waves decreases as it spreads over a greater

area.

The loudness and magnitude of a sound decrease as the den-

sit_ of the medium decreases. Thick fabrics, such as fiberglass,

cork, acoustic tiles all serve to "soak up" sound by reflecting

spaces between the fibers until they dissipate their energy.

For example, a car muffler serves to break up the sound waves

and lengthen their travel distance to the outside.

The area, or size, of a vibrating object also affects the

loudness and magnitude of a sound. The greater tho area of vi-

bration, the greater the loudness and magnitude.

The following table show Typical Sound Levels and Relative

Loudness.



Tgble I. 3

Typical Sound Levels ,_nd Relativc Loudness

110 Rock-Roll Band (15 Ft)

105 Jet Takeof_ (200 Ft) Uncomfortably
Loud

i00 Air Compressor (lO Ft)

98 Motorcycle (50 Ft) ..
Snot_,obile (50 Ft)

95 Commercial Jet Flyover (500 Ft}
Auto Horn (25 Ft)

Power Mower Very
90 Jackhammer (25 Ft| . Loud

85 Garbage Truck (30 Ft)

00 Helicopter Flyover (200 Ft}

75 Commercial Jet Flyover (3000 Ft)
Dishwasher (5 Ft) ..

70 Electric Can Opener (3 Ft) Loud
Loud TY (i0 Ft)

r_

60 Bedroom Al'r_Eonditioner (3 F_) ''

Speech Communication

50 Largo Transformer (i00 Ft)

O.ll_ie.t

40 Ideal Residential

©
3O
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" MODULE I
b

The Physics of Sound

i. Sound is a series of disturbances which travels in the form
of:

a) straight lines
b) waves
c) circles
d) molecules

2. The greater the distance from the sound source_

a) the lower the sound level
b) the greater the sound level
c) does not affect the sound level
d) the higher the pitch

3. Frequency is the number of complete to-and-fro cycles that
the sound source, and hence the particles in the medium,
make in one second:

a) true
b) false

4. Frequency is expressed in cycles per second or:

• a) amperes .,_.
. b) miles per hour

- c) decibels
d) hertz

5. Two sound sources, when measured alone, each register 80 dB
on the Sound level meter. Both sources measured together
would register:

a) 80 dB
b) 160 d_
e) 83 dB
d) 90 dB

6. If a vehicle is obviously noisier than others in traffic it's
at least 5 dB above the rest:

a) true
b) false

7. The decibel scale is used in all traffic enforce-
ment work,

a) A-welghted
b) B-weighted

_ c) C-weighted
d) all of the above _,
e) none of the above
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II. INSTRUMENTATION AND NOISE MEASUREMENT

II. A. The Sound Level Meter - Components and Operation

The sound level meter is the basic instrument for measur-

ing overall motor vehicle noise or exhaust system noise (see

Table II-l). It consists of a microphone, calibrated ampll-

fier-attenuator circuits, frequency weighting networks, and an

indicating meter. The microphone (which may be mounted dir-

ectly to the SLM or attached by a cable) transforms the acou-

stic pressure signal received at its diaphragm to an equiva-

lent electrical signal which is then amplified and filtered.

The A-weightlng filter that is used for vehicle noise meas-

urement causes the meter to essentially respond to the sound

, _-_ in the same fashion as the human ear. The sound pressure sig-
!i

hal is th@n displayed in decibels on the indicating meter face
i

i_ (both digital and standard analog displays may be used).

!;
i_ GRAPHIC II.

@

__ _ _ _ _, ._ _"_ " _ _,_ ....._ _._ ....._ _ _.._ ._ _ _r._..L. •_........ ._._k • ,._ r •. _ .:_,_? _ _ !_ _. __ _ _
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Table II.i

Operating the Sound Level Meter (SLM)

i. Check that the microphone is firmly screwed in and remove
the protective dust cover (if one exists).

2. Prssa the "ON" switch.

3. Press the "BAT. CHECK" switch and note that the pointer
lies within the range on the dial marked "BAT." If it
does not, DO NOT USE THE METER until the batteries have
been replaced and the battery check is satisfactory.

4. Calibrate the Meter (see Calibration check llst).

5. Measure Sound Level as follows:

(a} Set "Range Switch" to a value which will indicate
f7 levels excseding the maximum permitted limit.

(h) Set meter response position to "FAST".

(c) Check that the "A" button is depressed (if SLM is
: designed to measure more than one weighting).

, (d) Orient meter to the noise source.

ii_ (s) Th@ meter "s=ala reading is then the SOUND LEVEL
<: in d_A.

71

i

>:i

;r

!i
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Sound level meters are supplied with microphones that

have either normal (perpendicular) incidence or grazing in-

cidence response characteristics. The details of these re-

sponse characteristics are not important here. What is impor-

tant, however, is the orientation of the sound level meter

while taking noise measurements. Correct orientation depends

upon these microphone response characteristics. The sound

level meter manufacturer's instructions will define which type

of microphone a particular SLM is equipped with. For normal

(perpendicular) incidence microphones, the SLM is pointed di-

rectly at the source being measured. For grazing incidence

microphones, the correct SLM orientation is either pointing

in a direction parallel to the traffic lane or pointing up

vertically.

GRAPHIC 12

Several manufacturers are currently in the process of

developing special-purpose sound level meters (typlcally with

digital read-out) with automatic operation features specifically

fOE USe in motor vehicle noise enforcement. Regardless of the

type of mater purchased, manufacturer's instructions for micro-

phons orientation, meter operation, and calibration must be fol-

2uwe_care_un_.
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B. E_ui_ment Meeds for Enforcement

The measurement of moto_ vehicle sound levels requires

the following basic equipment:

i. Sound Level Meter (SLM)

2. Microphone Windscreen
3. Acoustical Calibrator

i. Sound Level Meter

The components and operation of the sound level meter have

been discussed in the section above.

Equipment needs will vary depending upon the type of en-

forcement which is carried out, Table IV-2 summarizes the types

of equipment needed for a variety of enforcement approaches. _

<J



TABLE II. 2

Instrumentation User's Guide

ENFORC_rr APPROACHF.S
New Vehicle Pass-By Pass-By Pass-By Shor_

SOt%D LEVEL M_l'h_REQUI_4ENfS Certifica- Compliance Observer & Single Test
tlon (Pass- Testing Chase Car 0fficer
By) ,• ChaseCar

(onboard
monitor)

•** *** ** ** **
;aNSIGrade _e If Precision

T_pe 2, Gen. Purpose * * ** ** ;**
: _ 3, Surve7 0 0 0 0 0

, Cxmflguration Hand Held ** ** ** 0 **
Tripod Moumt-Rsm_te Mic. *** *** *** 0 **

i_ car Boom Mic.
Mount SIM Rsr_te 0 0 *** **

!

_c Ra_e (dB) 60-100 60-I00 60-i00 60-i00 80-120

_'er _s_nse F/S F F F F s'
A *** *** *** *** ***

_ F£1tarlng C ** ** ** **

},! _ Int. Batte_ *** *** *** **

i i
i!

i'! 1

•* Acceptable
' * Ma1_inally Accepbtahle
:_" 0 Not Accel:)table

;. .,.
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Generally, a Type 2 Sound Level Meter will satisfy the

needs for traffic vehicle enforcement. All sound level meters

used for vehicle noise enforcement must comply with ANSI (Amer-

ican National Standards Institute) S1.4 requirements for sound

level meters as amended from time to time. The compliance should

be on the equipment or at the least on the shipping carton or

provided with the literature and operational instructions.

For specific circumstances, a Type 1 (Precision) sound lev-

el meter may be required. If so, it should also comply with

the applicable ANSI standard.

As part of the sound level measurement equipment for both

Type I and Type 2 meters, a Bound Level Calibrator adaptable to

the particular meter must be obtained.

In addition to the sound level meter and calibrator, cer- _"

rain other equipment will be required for specific applications,

such ass

ll.B 2Ca) On Highway Measurement - Remote Microphone

(1) A CABLE equal in length to the maximum radius

permitted from the microphone location point to permit.enforce-

men_ personnel and vehicle to remain outside the measurement

Site.

(2) When using the microphone in a remote operation,

A PREAMPLIFIER_ either built into the microphone or a type to

be attached to the meter, is necessary to prevent signal loss

through the cable.'

r¸ j
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(3) A TRIPOD, to mount the microphone in the remote area.

The tripod must have the capabilities of adjustment to mount

the microphone within the height parameters of the law or reg-

ulation. Usually a photographer's heavy duty light stand will

be more than adequate to provide the height ranges and in most

instances will be more sturdy and economical than those offered

by the sound level meter manufacturer.

(4) All remote on highway measurement operations also prohibit

the measurement of vehicle noise during certain atmospheric or

climatic conditions, particularly during high winds. Therefore,

AN ANEMOMETER IS REQUIRED. This piece of equipment can be the

hand held type or the remote type. Each type has benefits and

liabilities. (i) The hand held type is least expensive but

requires the operator to exit the vehicle or at least hold the

device outside the vehicle to determine wind speed. (2) The

remote is considerably more expensive but the operator can de-

termine wind speed by merely observing the remote scale which

is usually in the vehicle. The wind speed measured is that at

the microphone and not at the vehicle some 50 to 100 feet from

the microphone. However, with the remote device, an additional

tripod for mounting the anemometer is required.

ii

©
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(5) A CARRYING CASE to prevent damage to the sound

level meter and other equipment. A case capa-

ble of containing all the equipment, should be

provided.

IIB. 2b. ON HIGHWAY - VEHICLE MOUNTED MICROPHONE.

(i) A CABLE sufficient in length to mount the mic-

rophone as required.

(2) A PREAMPLIFIER is usually not required unless

the microphone is more than i0 feet [3m) from

the sound level meter.

(3) MICROPHONE MOUNTING DEVICE to securely mount

the microphone on the vehicle within the appli-

cable height requirements.

(4) ANEMOMETER - in this mode of operation, the

hand held anemometer is the best suited type.

(5) A CARRYING CASE to prevent damage to the sound

meter an other equipment. A case capable of con-

taining all the equipment should be provided.

IIB. 20. Subjective 9creenin_ and Stationar Z Measurement.

(I) A CABLE of sufficient length to mount the mic-

rophone near the exhaust outlet of the vehicle and

have the sound level meter at the driver's side of

the vehicle.

(2) A PREAMPLIFIER is usually net required unless

the microphone is more than i0 feet (3m} from

the sound level meter.

(3) MICROPHONE MOUNTING DEVICE to mount the micro- , ,

phone near the exhaust outlet of the vehicle and

within height and distance requirements.
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(4) ANEMOMETER - in this mode of operation, an an-

emometer is usually not required. However, it is

recommended that at least a hand held type be

available to determine wind speed if it is ques-

tionable.

(5) A solid state TACHOMETER preferably inductive pick-

up with a guaranteed accuracy of plus or minus 100

revolutions per minute. It must have the capabil-

ities of measuring two and four stroke cycle ig-

nition spark engines or 2,3,4,5,6 or 8 cylinder

design equipped with breaker point, breakerless

or magnetto ignition.

(6) A CARRYING CASE to prevent damage to the sound

level meter and other equipment. A case capable

of containing all equipment should be provided.

_i IIB. 2d. New Vehlcle Measu[ement and Product Verification.

This method of enforcement would require a sound
i

level meter equal to the type used by the vehicle

manufacturer and is in all instances a Type 1

(Precision) mater.
;T

_ (i) A CABLE at least i00 feet in length.

(2) A PREAMPLIFIER built into the microphone to pre-

vent signal loss through the cable.

(3} A TRIPOD to mount the microphone away from meter

and within height requirements.

(4) A REMOTE operation .ANEMOMETER to measure wind

i_ speed with accuracy of plus or minus i0 percent.

(5) A CARRYING CASE to prevent damage to the sound

level meter end other equipment. A case capable

of containing all the equipment should be provided.
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II.B. 3. Microphone Windscreen

Rapid air movement over a microphone causes turbulence,

which An turn generates outside noise and can affect SLM accur-

acy. This noise can cause erroneous high level readings. The

use of headphones connected to the SLM output jack (consult man-

ufaeturer's recommendation) often will enable the operator to

detect wind-generated noise. Therefore, it is good practice to

always use a microphone windscreen for all vehicle noise meas-

urements.

The windscreen, which is an open cell foam ball, also pro-

tects the sensitive microphone diaphragm from dust, dirt or ser-

ios_ damage should the SLM be dropped. The effectiveness of the

windscreen is limited, however. Measurements of wind noise alone

at velocities of 25 mph yield readings of approximately 80 dB (A).'

A proper windscreen is capable of reducing wind noise by approx-

imately 25 dB (A). Therefore, measurements should never be made

under high wind conditions (wind velocity over 15 mph).

II.B. 4. Acoustical Calibrator

Sound level meters should never be used unless properly cal-

ibrated. An acoustical calibrator provides a means for conduct-

ing an overall system check as well as calibration of the sound

level meter.

The meter reading is adjusted to match the specified cali-

brator output sound pressure level. Calibrators are specific-

ally mQtohed to individual microphones; therefore, it is impor- ,

rant that only the proper calibrator be used. Otherwise, errors

may result and/or the microphone may he permanently damaged.

.... _.__._ ....... _i,,._ ,_E ......... ...................................................................... _ r._.__,.
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Calibrator output level is affected by changes in atmos-

pherelc (barometric) pressure. Therefore, care must be taken

when using the calibrator at atmospheric pressures other than

standard (altitudes other than sea level). Calibrator manu-

facturers provide correction curves for calibrator use under

various atmospheric conditlona (i.e., for use at higher al-

tltudes).

II.B. 4(a). Field Calibration (external)

(i) This calibration is performed at the meas-

urement site by the operator.

(a) Once the site is established and set

up, the sound level meter is field c'al.-

ibrated by use of the calibrator pro-

'_ vided with the equipment. This is

done initially and at 15 minute inter-

vals until meter drift has stabilized.

A drift of _ dB or less is cbnsidered.

insignificant.

i;! (b) Field calibration is then performed at

"J approximately% hour intervalsunless

!_i the meter'has been moved or some other
:i

operation such as battery replacement

is performed.

(c) It may be advisable to check field cal-

ibration after each enforcement action

i ia taken.
h

i
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II.B 4(b) Factory Calibration (internal)

(i) This calibration is performed by the iLlan-

ufacturer or a laboratory and must be trace-

able to the National Bureau of Standards.

(2) The calibrator should be calibrated at least

annually and written certification provided

by the person or facility performing the

calibration.

(3) The sound level meter should also be cali-

brated at least annually, however, depending

upon experience, this could be extended to

2 or 3 years. Any malfunction in the meter

will be detected during field calibration. _'_'

J



Table II.3

SIAM Calibration Checklist

i. Check that the calibrator has the appropriate adaptor
the microphone in use.

2. Switch SLM "ON" and allow 30 seconds for warm up.

3. Plata calibrator over microphone and insure proper
alignment.

: 4, Set the "Range Switch" to read a decibel inclusive
of the calibrator's output level (i.e., for 94 output,
use 90-100; for 114 output,, use 110-120; etc.).

5. Depress the "A" button (A-weight).

_i 6. Turn calibrator '*ON".
i

_ 7. Adjust calibration adjustment on the SLM to read the
i value indicated on the calibrator.

8. Switch calibrator "OFF".

9. Repeat calibration
(a) after each citation (optional)
(b) whenever site changes are made

(c) at least every hour and at the end of the day

• _.B.: Check that calibration labels on SLM and cali-

_ brator indicate current manufacturer's calibra-

tions. (Annual factdry calibration required.)
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II.C. Measurement Methodology

II.C. I. Measurement Site Selection

Proper vehicle noise measurement site selection is a crucial

element in insuring that reported noise levels are accurate and

defensible. Ideally, the vehicle measurement site should be a

large clear area, allowing the full 50 foot distance between micro-

phone and =enter of the travel lane with no large sound reflecting

surfaces within a 50 foot radius of either the microphone or the

vehicle being measured.

GRAPHIC 13
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Measurement Methodology Checklist

Table II.4

i. DO Not Measure When:

(a) Raining or Snowing
(b) Street is wet
{c} Temperature is less than SLM

manufacturer's recommendations

(d) Wind velocity is greater than 15 mph

2. Battery check: follow the "Calibration Checklist"•
previously cited.

3. Set up Sound Level Meter (SLM) per checklist.

4. Calculate measurement site adjustment factors
from checklist.

5. Determine noise limit (per statute or ordinance).

6. Check for wind noise/meter overload

(a) Observe o-weighted level W_
(b) Listen through head phones

7. Measure and record A_bient Sound Level, dBA
{a) Set SLM attenuator to a high value
(b) T-re attenuator down until needle

registers on meter face
(C} Observe needle movement for about 30 seconds
(d) Observe needle central tendency

(@) Ambient should be at least 10dB below
en f_cement level

,o

8. Set attenuator so that enforcement level is
:readable on meter. _ ; '

9. Observe maximu_ A-weighted values of Passing Traffic.
(a) Meter needle must rise and fall at least 6 dB between

pass-by "peaks" to obtain a valid reading. (i0 dB
rise and fall is preferred.)

i0. Determine Violation
(a) Violation has occurred when the observed level

exceeds the noise limit. Obsekved levels equal to
the maximum level would not be in violation unless

• ..local law or regulation provides for such.

11. Issue Citation _,_ r

12. Recallhrats SLM after each citation.
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II.D. Recommended Enforcement Procedures

II.D. i. Enforcement Approach

Each jurisdiction has the power to regulate and enforce

vehicle noise levels to protect the public and provide a safe

and quiet environment, Depending upon the legislated authority,

established requirements and resources, there are several means

to accomplish this responsibility.

Depending upon the authority, requirements and resources,

the jurisdiction may control vehicle noise in one or several

ways. Once the statutory authority has been established, the

requirements set forth, the equipment acquired and the personnel

properly trained, active enforcement actions can be begun.

If the jurisdiction is implementing a totally new program,

_2_ it may be extremely advisable to have a period of perhaps six

months for a public education and awareness program. This could

conceivably result in a greater degree of public acceptance and

_: voluntary compliance.

There are basically two techniques by which vehicle noise

msasurement and enforcement are performed: (i) on highway

remote mounted microphone and (2) on highway vehicle mounted

microphone.

On Hi_hwa _ Remote Mounted Microphone.

This procedure requires two persons, a monitor or technician

and the stopping officer. The monitor or technician does not

necessarily have to be an officer with enforcement powers. How-

ever, he must be properly trained in the use of the equipment, the

©
i

i
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site requirement and ability to describe the violating vehicle.

It may be advisable to have both the monitor and stopping officer

have full enforcement powers and have them alternate duties to

reduce monotony. Additionally, if one is required to be absent,

any other enforcement officer may be called upon to assume the

duties of a stopping officer even though he may not be thoroughly

trained in all aspects of vehicle noise enforcement. It may also

be advisable to train the supervisors of those persons responsible

for noise enforcement. This way they would be more aware of the

duties and responsibilities of noise enforcement personnel.

For this means of enforcement, the microphone is mounted on

a tripod at s prescribed distance from the center of the nearest

lane of travel. Where the microphone is located is referred to

as the _!crophone location point and the center of the nearest '_

lane of travel is referred to as the microphone target point.

A clear area, free of reflective surfaces with a radius equal to

the distance between the microphone location point and the

microphone target point, must be maintained around both the

microphone location point to the ends of the radii from the

microphone target point. Within this triangular area there

cannot be any vehicles other than the one beln@ measured.

The police officer must also be outside the entire test site.

If he is standing while monitoring the meter, he may be within

the site but not closer than 2 feet from it and be directly be-

hind it.
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The on highway remote mounted microphone method of enforce-

ment is probably the most prevalent in use at this time. The

result of this type of enforcement is the identification of

gross violators when a vehicle is operated in a cruise or power

mode. Since the majority of vehicle operation is in this mode,

it could be said this method of enforcement is the most appro-

priate.

However, there are certain limitations in the application of

this method. (i) An area of considerable size is required, thus

limiting the scope of enforcement. (2) When the remote microphone

is used, either tripod mounted or hand held, two people are re-

quired. Depending upon climatic conditions, two vehicles may also

be required. (3) Additional equipment is required. A preampli-

_ fler in the microphone, additional cable, and a tripod is necessary.

'_ (4) Extreme care must be taken to insure no other vehicles or re-

flective surfaces are within the site. (5) And, this method may

be the least cost-effective. To aid in off-setting costs, a con-

centrated public awareness and information program should be con-

ducted during both the initial and on-going phases of the program.

09}li_hwa _ Vehicle Mounted Microphone

This method has the microphone mounted on the monitoring

vehicle behind the operator and at a pre-determined height above

. the roof llne of the vehicle (usually 16 inches). The sound level

mete= is inside the vehicle, where the operator observes the meter

and the vehicle being monitored.

,0
_Y
;r
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The microphone should be mounted on the tripod at a pre- F--

scribed height above the plane of the roadway. If the micro-

phone is hand held, it also must be held within the prescribed

height parameters.

A standard test site requires a distance of 50 feet be-

tween the microphone location point and the microphone target

point. This distance may be adjusted from 35 feet to 83 feet, and,

if adjusted, the then becomes a non-standard site. In either a

standard or non-standard site, the radius used to determine the

clear area around the microphone location point and the microphone

target point is equal to the distance between the microphone lo-

cation point and the microphone target point.

Both a standard and non-standard site require the microphone

to be mounted or held between 3 feet and 6 feet above the plane of _

the raodway on which the vehicle is traveling. The preferred

height is 3% feet,

Basically all noise levels are established by using a stand-

ard test site. If a non-standard site is used or additional lanes

are to be monitored, these limits must be adjusted to compensate

for the increase or decrease in distance between the microphone lo-

cation point and the microphone target point. This adjustment is

usually in the range of adding I dB for each 12 feet of decrease in

distance and subtracting i dB for each 12 feet of increase in dis-

tasce,

To insure _o other vehicles are within the triangular site,

there must be a 6 dB rise and fall from the maximum level obtained

from the vehicle being monitored. _
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The monitoring vehicle is located a pro-determined dis-

tance from the center of the nearest lane of travel (usually 25

feet). It may be parked either parallel or perpendicular to the

highway.

Graphic 14
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;!
: If the vehicle is parked parallel to the highway, 1 dS must

:q
be added to the limit. The area within a 25 feet radius of the

!.

, vehicle and the center of the nearest lane of travel must be free

of reflective surfaces. If additional lanes of travel are to be

monitored, the limits must he adjusted as required by local law

or ordinance. However, in no instance should the vehicle be lo-

cated closer than 25 feet from the highway. This procedure can

only be applied to those vehicles not regulated by the Bureau of

!_ Motor Carrier Safety and the Environmental Protection Agency.
£

Those vehicles regulated by HMCS and EPA for noise levels can
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only be enforced by a means identical to that required by those

agencies of the federal government.

This method is used by some jurisdictions with favorable

results and would be best suited to municipal or suburban areas

where large clear areas are limited. The system is a one person

operation, using one vehicle, and is also aimed towards the gross

violator. It can be employed against vehicles in the cruise or

power mode of operation as well as an urban acceleration mode

(vehicles accelerating from a stop sign, traffic light or other

traffic control devices).

Consideration must be given to the possible loss and damage

of equipment. This would especially apply to the microphone and

the windscreen.

II. D. 2. Decibel Addition and Subtraction

In many situations, however, it is difficult to locate suf-

ficient sites that satisfy the aforementioned requirements. Hence,

corzection factors have been provided to account for measurement

distances other than 50 feet (31-118 feet are allowed) and for the

presence of reflecting surfaces; either in the vicinity of the mi-

crophone, the moving vehicle being measured, or both. It is im-

portant, however, that in selecting a measurement site, that every

effort be made to utilize areas that require minimum correction

factors.
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/-" When actual enforcement procedure does n6t allow measurement

at 50 feet, the following decibel correction scale may be used.

Table II.5

Distance Sound Distance Sound
Increase Level Decrease Lavel

Factors ., Decrease Factor Increase

%

1 0.0 1 0

'I 1/2 - 3.5 2/3 + 3.5

•2 - 6.0 1/2 + 6.0

2 i/2 - 8.0 2/5 + 8.0

3 - 9.5 1/3 + 9.5

3 1/2 - 10.9 2/7 + 10.9

4 - 12.o i/4 + 12.0

_._ 4 i/2 - 13 2/9 + 13.0
5 - 14 i/5 + 14.0

5 i/2 - 14.8 2/11 + 14.8

6 - 15.6 1/6 + 15.6

_ 6 i/2 - 16.3 2/13 + 16.3

' 7 - 16.9 1/7 + 16.9

_i 7 I/2 -'16.5 2/15 + 17.5

_' 8 ". - 18 i/8 + 18

[i

i
.'i At 50 feet the sound level is 87 dDA.

_ l_t iS the sound level at 100 feet? The d/stanc_ increase factor from 50 feet is

• . 2, so 87- 6- 81d_A.

W_._ is thQ sound level at'300 feet:? The d/stance increase factor from 50 feet:is

6, so 87 - 15.6 • 71.4 d_A.

What i_ _he sound level at 20 feet? The d/stance decrease factor from 50 feet:iS

--_t._ 2/5 so, 07 + O - 05 4BA.

•What Is the somld level at 25 fee_? The d/s_ance decrease factor fr_n 50 fee_ is

1/2, SO 87 + 6 - 93 dBA.!{
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If. D. 2. (a) Corrections for Sound Reflecting Surfaces

Measure the distance betweeen the microphone and

its nearest sound reflecting surface (LI) and between the cen-

ter line of the vehicle lane of travel and its nearest sound

reflecting surface (L2). Locate these distances on the corr-

ection factor chart on their respective axes, and connect the

two marks by a straight line. The point on the central axis

that is intersected by the straight line indicates the dB cor-

rection factor to be added to the measured sound level for each

vehicle passing through the site. (The dotted line in the cor-

rectian factor chart illustrates a +2 dB correction for sound

reflecting surfaces at L2=52 feet from the center of the lane

of travel and LI=25 feet from the microphone.)

I. The correction factors determined by the correction
factor chart should be used only for sound reflecting _"
surfaces that are parallel to the lane of travel.

2. Basically parallel surfaces may have irregularities
or projections of not more than 2 feet, measured per-
pendicular to the lane of travel, with the distances
illustrated on the correction factor chart measured

from the nearest projecting surface.

3. Sound reflecting surfaces not basically parallel to
the lane of travel should be i00 feet or more from

the microphone. This restriction does not apply to
surfaces that are perpendicular to the lane of travel
and behind the parallel surface for which corrections
are made, such as a fence or the side walls of a
building.

GRAPHIC 15
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For in-city measurements of tzaffic noise, it is often

difficult (if not impossible) ts locate measurement sites

that comply with the Reference Site clear ares requirements

(particularly within residential areas). There is often a

fence or a building within the specified clear area. Use of

the decibel correctisn chart will permit measurement at other-

wise "unusable" locations.

GRAPHIC 16
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Sou,',c_ Leve Limi'E_ (dBA :

i ON N_GHWA¥ M/C'S AT1mn_ & LT. ,PRII_-W_

POSTED SPEED ZONE POSTED SPEED ?,ONE

Di&_e L_.35 mph 45 mph Greater L 35 mph 45 mph Greater

<" _e "_ _) Level or Than Level or ThanRoad Less 45 mph Road Less 45 mph

I 21 - 29 81 85 89 77 79 85 (+7)

i 2g - 32 80 84 88 76 78 84 (+6)
L

32 - 35 79 83 87 75 77 83 (+5)

35- 39 77 81 85 73 75 81 (+3)

39 - 43 76 80 84 72 74 80 ('_?)

43 - 48 75 79 83 71 73 79 (+!)

48- 58 74 78 82 70.. 72 78

58- 70 73 77 Bl 6g 71 77 (-l)

i)70 - 83 72 76 80 68 70 76 (-2)

83 - 99 71 75 79 57 69 75 (-3)

99 - 118 70 74 78 66 68 74 (-4)
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If. D. 3. Vehicle Pass-By Noise Measurement

As discussed in earlier sections of this manual, measure-

ments cannot be conducted in the presence of precipitation, wet

streets, or wind velocities greater than 15 mph.

Prior to actual vehicle measurement, it is necessary to

check for wind noise effects, even though the wind screen is

in place. Wind velocity can be easily measured with a small

hand held device. It consists of a small plastic tube with

holes in the bottom and a graduated scale along its length.

A small foam ball is contained inside the tube. To measure

wind velocity, the tube is held vertically and the wind causes

the ball to rise inside the tube. Wind velocity is read off

the scaleoppositetheball. _i

Next, if your measurement system is so equipped, listen

to the sound the meter is receiving through a set of headphones

attached to the meter output socket.

The sounds of the passing traffic should he clear and

well defined. The presence of static and crackling and popping

in the headset may indicate excessive low frequency wind noise i

which is overloading the amplifier circuitry in the SLM.

Another check for excess wind noise is to observe both

the C-weighted and A-weighted sound levels (some meters may

not be equipped with a C-weighting filter) in the absence of

passing traffic. A C-weighted reading of i0 or more dB above

the A-weighted reading indicates the presence of a strong low

frequency source of noise (typically wind). If switching to _
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C-weighting causes the meter needle to go off scale (without

changing the attenuator setting from when the A-weighted reading

was taken), this again suggests that wind noise may be over-

loading the meter.

The final prerequisite before actually measuring vehicle

noise involves measuring the ambient noise at the site selected.

The ambient noise level, which may consist of people noise,

other traffic, etc. must be at least 10 dB below the level at

which enforcement is planned.

In order to have a valid_reading of a passing vehicle's
J

noise level, the meter needle must rise 6 dB or more to the

_ maximum observed level and then must fall at least 6 dB asi
-i

_; _ the vehicle passes to insure no other sound source has in-

_ fluenoed the reading. (Digital SLM's built especially for

ii!_ vehicle noise enforcement incorporate this 6 dB rise and fall

_ requirement into their circuitry such that a maximum level will

not be held unless this requirement is met.) A i0 dB rise

_I and fall is actually preferred. This 6 dB rise and fall re-
L:

quirement suggests that in heavy traffic, accurate noise

measurements will be difficult to obtain. However, the gross

:_i noise offenders may still be apprehended.

ii

©
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II. D. 4. Vehicle Inspection

The following checklist may be useful when inspecting a

vehicle for compliance with the local noise statute or ordinance.

VEHICLE INSPECTION CHECKLIST

i. Determine the year of manufacture of the vehicle

(a) was the vehicle manufactured prior to the
effective date of state/local statute/ordinance

(b) was the vehicle manufactured after the effective
date of the state/local statute/ordinance

2. Establish the vehicle category
(a) registered on-highway
(b) off-road

(c) competition
(d) export only

3. Determine if the equipment is original or replacement
equipment
(a) question operator
(b) check appearance

- presence of cross-over pipe
- standard markings or manufacturer's V.I.N.
- thin wall or heavy wall construction
- inseparable components

For label match-u_ inspection, check the vehicle for the

following:

I. Original or replacement equipment

2. Exhaust system components

3. Competition vehicle only

4. Export only

For exhaust system deterioration inspection, check the

vehicle for the following:

i. Holes or rusted portions

2. Parts missing or loose

3. Baffels or insets missing (in mufflers) _ :j

4. Glass - paks "blown out"
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II. D. 5. Motor Vehicle Citation Procedure

The following citation procedure is recommended for the

police officer:

i. Curb Vehicle (Standard Police Procedure)

2. Record All Pertinent Information
- Fill out violation form (sample attached)

3. Advise Motorist of Violation

- Cite ordinance provisions
- Present information "fact sheet"

(see Clip example 6 attached)
- Explain options/legal rights
- Explain compliance procedure(s)/penalty

for noncompliance

4. Conduct Vehicle Inspection - Re: Checklist
- Obtain necessary motorist consent

5. Establish "Probable Cause" of Violation

-Faulty/improper exhaust equipment

i. _ -Tampering - Deterioration
- Vehicle Operation:

i_ -excessive rate of acceleration

-squealing tires
_ -overrevving engine
.. -backfiring, out-of-time

-Both

_ (separate factual observations from officer's opinion)

6. Issue Summons

Samples of Summonses and Citation forms utilized by the

Maryland State Police are attached in the Appendix. The samples

SEe enclosed as suggested forms which may be adopted by a state

or local police agency.

©
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ii. D. 6. Compliance Testing

While many forms of compliance test procedures are cur-

rently in use in vehicle noise control programs around the

country, it is felt that these procedures need to be standardized

and yield test results that correlate directly with the maximum

new motorcycle noise emission limits established by the U.S.

EPA. The test procedure recommended in this manual is the

procedure known as the "Short Test". This procedure requires

the owner/operator of the vehicle, after being cited for a

violation of the established noise level limits, to submit

the vehicle for noise testing at a predetermined site on a

particular date. If the vehicle, upon testing, is found to

exceed the established limits, the owner/operator is given a

time period in which to correct the vehicle and submit it for

further testing and certification. On the other hand, if the

vehicle is in compliance, no further action is taken.

A more detailed discussion of the Short Test, particularly

as it applies to motorcycles, is contained in subsequent modules.
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f_

II. E. Required Technical Skills

The method of enforcement and the type of local ordinance

will determine the kind of technical skills a police officer will

need to effectively enforce the local noise law. For example,

if the state/local law limits the maximum level of sound in

decibels emitted from a motor vehicle, the police officer will

need technical skills in the operation of the sound level meter,

a skill which is not as necessary if the officer is enforcing a

"label match-up" statute.

Table II.6 summarizes the necessary technical skills for a

variety of motor vehicle noise enforcement measures.

2_

i,'i

_._

©



TABLE _I. 6 X Required

_Required Technical Skills - Guide * Helpful, but
not necessary

Ma/DR V_ICLE NOISE ORDINANC_ PROVISION

Non-Quantified Quantified Restricted Label Ma_ch-
_'_'_ F4%dr_ent Operaticrml Operational Areas of Use/ Label _tch- Label

Deterioration I/mits Limits Curfews Up & Control Match-t_

_couetics
Fl_damentals * X * *

Motorcycle Noise
Characteristics X X X * * X

Vehicle Noise
Laws X X X X X X

Issues X X X X X X

Ins_na_zntation

Ft_ctlonality & Use * * X
n

Enforcament
Procedures X X X X

Vehicle Inspection
P_ocedures X X X * X

Cita-tion.
Prccedu_es X X x x x X

Compliance i
Certification X * * X X

restlmony X X X X X X

i
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MODULE II

Instrumentation and Measurement

1. The measurement of motor vehicle sound levels requires the
,f'% following basic equipment:

a) Sound Level Meter
b) Microphone Windscreen
e) Acoustical Calibrator
d) all of the above
e) none of the above

2. High wind conditions (velocity over 15 mph) have no effect
on the accuracy of SLM readings.

a) true
b) false

3. To obtain a valid reading, the meter must rise and fall at
least between pass-by "peaks":

a) 1 dB
b) 6 dB
e) 25 dB
d) 83 dB

/: 4. The SLM should be calibrated after each citation:
i:

!_ a) true
_: b) false

%j,_ 5. In either standard or non-standard site, the radius used to

-_ determine the clear area around the microphone location point

+_i and the microphone target point is equal to:

{I a) the distance between the microphone location point and
_ the microphone target point
T_
_ b) 50 feet

_ e) 35 feet to 85 feet

_i del all of the above !_one of the above
_7
Li

_ 6. The On Highway Vehicle Mounted Microphone method requires themicrophone to be mounted or "held above the plane of "
_:4 the roadway on which the vehicle is traveling:

,_ a) 0-3 feet

_ b) 3-6 feet

_;_i "'_' c) 6-9 feetd) Height of the microphone does not matter

_I 7. The ambient noise level at the site selected must be at least
_:¢ ........ the level at which enforcement is planned:

_!:i_ :',_, a) equal to
'%,,,_ b) 3 d_ below ,

_: e) I0 dB below
_i_ d) 6 dB abov_f_
_x

!_ 8. Onca the meter is calibrated by the manufacturer i_ need not
_g be calibrated again:
t_ a) true
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III. , A. Introduction to Noise Control

In a 1977 survey, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

identlfied vehicles such as motorcycles, trucks, and cars and

construction activity of various kinds as major noise sources.

The survey ranked annoying noise sources as illustrated in Table

III.l and-III;2

, TABLE III.l

NOISE SOURCES RANKED BY PERCENT

OF URBAN POPULATION HIGHLY ANNOYED

RANK SOURCE % Nigh'Iv Annovsd

C"
1 Motorcycles Ii. 7

2 Large Trucks 6.9

3 Autos _.5

4 Construction 5.8

5 Sports Cars 5.4

• 6 Helicoptcrs. 4.0

7' Constant Traffic 3.9

8 Airplanes 3.4

9 Small Trucks 3.1

fo' " 8

II Po_e_ Garden Equipment i. 9

i .,

{



T_BLE III.2 "

OTIIER SOURCES RATED HICHLY ANNOYI_]G

RA_IK SOURCE N_mbur Number of
of Sites Mentions

1 Sirens 8 14

2 FAre Trucks 7 12

3 Ice Cream Trucks 5 6

4 T_ash Pickup 4 4
[

_ 5 Gun Shots 4 4

_!i: 6 Trains 4 4

_ _ 7 • Burglar Alarms 2 4

_ 8 Auto Horns 3 3

_ 9 Chain Saws 3 3
r;

_ I0 Hot Rods - Drag Racing 2 2

11 Defective mufflers 1 1

"Defective Pump 1 1

Refrigerator Truck 1 1

Air Conditioner 1 1

Model Airplanes 1 I

_ Cement Mix Truck 1 I

Welding Equipmcn t I l

©
_J

Q_
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III. B. Health and Environmental Effects of Noise

According to recent EPA reports, over 90 million Americans

are currently exposed to traffic noise which has been determined

to be in excess of safe levels.

Although many of the health effects of noise are not yet

clearly understood, there is little doubt that noise can cause a

range of physical and psychological injuries. Even noises with

no permanent physical health repercussions may still cause annoyance,

sleep loss and ether forms of mental stress.

Physiological Impacts

Noise may cause serious physiological effects on the human

body ranging from deafness to enhanced risk of heart disease to

adverse effects on fetal nervous systems. Clearly, the most common

health effect is damage to the human ear.

GRAPHIC NO. 17

The body interprets noise as stress. At approximately the

75-80 decibsl (dB) =ange, a number of physical reactions take place.

Heart rhythm and blood pressure changes occur, blood cholesterol

levels rise, pupils of the eye dilate, and stomach acid secretion

may change leading to gastrointestinal malfunctions. Some automatic

physical rsaotions such as blood vessel constriction may continue

for some period even after the noise stops. 1

A recent medical discovery has linked noise and prenatal de-

velopment. Physicians now believe that external noises can trigger

ohangss in fetuses. 2
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Psvcholcuieal Impact
%

Noise, by itself or in conjunction with physical fatigue, can

trigger unpredictable psychological behavior. There is evidence to

indicate that noise may cause irritability, anxiety, nervousness,

and general aggressive tendancles. 3

Sounds that convey distress or alarm, such as a police car

siren or a fire engine bell, may have greater psychologic_l effects

than sound associated with a necessity.

Although a direct link between noise and mental illness has not

been established, experts de note that noise may act to aggravate

a preexisting mental condition. However, one study indica:_d higher

rates of admission to psychiatric hospitals among people living

close to airports. 4 f-_

Secondary Human Impacts

Sound loud enough to interfere with conversation or mental con-

centration may have adverse secondary effects in the educational

or work environment. For example, reading and language development

in school ohildre_'may be impaired by a noisy environment if a child

is unable to distin_u_sh eertaln:sopnds or if the noise distorts

sounds. Distractlve noise may reduce worker p_oductivity and even

become a workplace safety hazard where noise prevents a worker from

hearing warnings of potentisl danger. Disturbing noise levels may

also reduce the enjoyment of recreational opportunlties.

" EnvlconmeDtal Impacts

The psychological reaction of animals tO noise is very similar
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to that of humans. Hearing loss or damage to the auditory system

is the best documented physiological effect of noise on test animals.

Experiments also show evidence'of change in the urinary, adrenal,

and reproductive functions of animals under certain noise conditions.

Animals may even experience disruption of breeding, nesting ' and

migratory habits. ,.

Noise and accompanying noise vibrations can adversely affect

structural materials. Cracked plaster and broken windows and dish-

ware left in the wake of a sonic boom are the best known examples

of damage from excessive noise levels, but they are not the only

examples. Heavy construction equipment operation may cause damage
<'i

k,,
_ to neighboring structures. Noise and vibrations can also damage

_? delicate scientific and health care instruments.
!i O

r_
a

_,:_
,:_I QQ9

.L

2

t,

gi .
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III. C. Objective Noise Control Measures

Specific noise statutes and ordinances are legislative

responses to noise problems at the state and local levels which

deal exclusively and comprehensively with noise and are tailored

to the specific needs of the jurisdiction. These statutes and

ordinances can be objective or subjective in nature, depending

upon whether sound violations are defined in terms of quanti-

tative or qualitative standards.

The objective nature or quantitative standards arises from

the use of measures of noise magnitudes in terms of decibel

levels. These noise control regulations usually prescribe

maximum permissible decibel levels for a given area or for

specific noise sources.

The use of quantitative standards in noise ordinances in-

volves unique enforcement considerations. For example, decibel

measurement requires special equipment and expertise. Con-

sequently, quantitative measurements require additional enforce-

ment costs for a community in purchasing equipment and training.

Moreover, decibel measurements alone do not provide for varia-

tions in the frequency of the noise occurrence -- a factor

which greatly affects the annoyance level of a given noise.

To compensate for frequency variations, multiple readings of

the noise source must be made, increasing the time and expertise

necessary for measurement.

The major benefits of quantitative measurements are s_ecificiC_,

and reliability. The specificity of quantitative standards also
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enables these ordinances to survive Constitutional challenges on

the basis of the First Amendment Freedom of Speech and Fifth Amend-

ment Due Process Vagueness. In addition, reliability of permanent

records of noise incidents is greatly increased with quantitative

measurement. Recording the sound emitted from a noise source pro-

vides concrete evidence to prove violations or noise regulations.

Thus there is no dependence upon subjective definitions and sub-

Jective testimony of noise enforcement agents, police or witnesses

to prove that noise violations have occurred.

/:

©
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._, III. D. Sources of State and Local Authority to Control Noise

The authority to regulate noise is within the powers of

the states under a variety of sources.

Ill. D. i. Police power

The police power of the states is the broadest grant of

power. Essentially, it allows a state to pass laws to regulate

the health and welfare of citizens and to provide for the public

convenience and the public good. The only limitation upon police

power is that state laws and regulations may not be inconsistent

with state or federal constitutions.

III. D. 2. Tenth Amendment
C

_ The Tenth Amendment of the United States Constitution states:

"The powe_s not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,

!_ nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States

_! respectively or to the people. " It is through this grant of

_ authority that many states assume the responsibility of regulating

!i noise levels.

i_i III. D. 3. Individual State Constitutions

_,_ A more specific method of regulating noise is the state
?

constitution. Such constitutional provisions allow a state to

_! provide for the general welfare or protect the environment. For
[. example :

i_i The people shall have the right to clean

air and water, freedom from excessive and
unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic,

;! historic and aesthetic qualities of their
_ _ environment; and the protection of the
il _,_ people in their right to conservation, de-

velopment and utilization of the agriculture,

i! mineral, forest, water, air and other natural
_ resources is hereby declared to be a public
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purpose• r-
The general court shall have the power
to enact legislation necessary or expe-
dient to protect such rights.

MASS. CONST. art. 49 (1972)

States may, in turn, give local governments the authority

to enact or enforce local programs and policies. For example,

a substantial majority of state constitutions include home

rule provisions which allow for generous local powers. Follow-

ing are the two basic types of home rule provisions.

(i) home rule flows directly from the constitution:

Municipalities shall have authority to exercise all
powers of local self-government and to adopt and
enforce within their limits such local police, not
in conflict with general law.

0HI0 CONST. art. XVIII 3 (1912)

(2) the state legislature is granted the power to grant

home rule to local government:

• The legislative assembly shall provide by law
for the establsihment of home rule in cities and

i villages.
N.D. CONST. art. VI (1966)

III.D. 4 Enabling Legislation

Even in the absence of broad home rule authority, local

gevernments may have power to control noise through au-

thority granted in specific enabling legislation. Many

states presently use this method to grant local author-

ities power to enact and enforce noise provisions. The

Oregon Revised Statute 467.100 (1974) is an example of

enabling legislation.

i
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,_ Pursuant to this chapter, in order to
protect the health, safety and welfare
of its citizens, a city or county may
adopt and enforce noise ordinances or
noise standards otherwise permitted by
law.

Thus, a state may adopt a "State Noise Control Act" as a

response to a variety of noise problems.

i

:' A Model State "Noise Control

_i Act" is provided in the ap-
pendix,

States may, in turn, give local governments the authority

_l), _o exact or enforce local programs or policies. For example,

,i many state constitutions include "home rule" previsions, which

i,_ allow a generous local power.

!J

_ A Model Community "Noise Con-
_I trol Ordinance" is provided in_4

the Appendix.

_ A further discussion of the statutory basis of noise en-

!i foreemen_ is also contained in Module V, where model legis-

_!I lation with respect to motorcycle noise is presented.

©
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MODULE III

Statutory Basis of Noise Enforcement*

1. Noise may cause serious physiological effects on the h_=an

body. The most common healthe effect is:

a) gastrointestinal malfunctions
b) damage to the human ear
c) changes in fetel development
d) enhanced risk of heart disease

2. The psychological impact of excessive noise may cause:

a) irritability
b) anxiety
o) nervousness
d) aggressiveness
e) all of the above

3. Sound loud enough to interfere with conversation or mental
concentration may have adverse secondary effects in the
educational or work environment:

a) true
b) false

4. as/are among some of the environmental impacts of
noise:

a) damage to delicate scientific and health care instru=en=s
_ _T b) disruption df breeding habits of animals{I

_ c) change in urinary function of animals
_i d) all of the above
_ e) none of the abo_e

!_ 5. The major benefits of quantitnve measurements are:
5! a) specificity and reliability
i_ b) cost-effectiveness

c) no need for special equipment
i] d) all of the above

_ e) none of _he above

_ 6. The authority to regulate noise is within the powers of the
states under _he following sources:

, a) Policepower

b) Tenth Amendment
P_ e) Individual State Constitutions
_:_ d) all of the above

e) none of the above

7. Many states use authority granted in specific Enabling Legis-lation to grant local authorities power to enact and inforoe

_i _ noise provisions.

_+ a) true
, b) false

*Questions on th_ local law/ordinance may be added
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MODULE IV

The Law and Its Application

J
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IV. TIIE LAW _ND ITS AI_PLICATION

IV. A. Introduction

• 1
Noise enforcement statutes or ordlnances may be categorized

into two distinct groups. The first group are those ordinances

which prohibit noise that exceeds specific decibel levels, (i.e.,

any noise that exceeds 82 dBA is prohibited). Throughout this

section, these ordinances will be referred to as "Objective Noise

Ordinances."

The second category is an ordinance which prohibits an in-

dividual from creating or operating an instrumentality which creates

unreasonably loud or excessive noise. (i.e., no person shall

operate any vehicle in such a manner as to create unreasonably loud

or excessive noise). These will be referred to as "Subjective Noise

Ordinances."

This manual does not advocate one type of ordinance over
i

another. However, since there are distinct differences between

the two types of ordinances, the manual will consider them separately.

_;_ In the next sections, the two types of ordinances will be discussed

_;: along with the ancillary legal problems which arise when an in-

2
:_ dividual is stopped or arrested.

IV. B. TWO Kinds of Ordinances.
T

IV. B. i. Objective Ordinances.

_! As mentioned previously, this manual will categorize noise

The author would like to express his appreciation to the

_!_:, authors of a draft report, Legal-Enforcement Issues in Communit Z
!! No__iseControl: Summary, from which much of this section is taken.
!!

:, ©

]la_

i
i
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ordinances into two groups -- objective and subjective. An
y_

objective ordinance is one that defines the noise violation in

specific terms, usually in decibel levels. Since the violation

level is set out in the ordinance, the Fifth Amendment problem of

vagueness is usually averted.

One characteristic of the objective ordinance is that the en-

forcement officer must utilize a device to measure the dBA level.

Such device is the sound level meter which enables the officer to

determine the dBA level of a specific noise or instrumentality.

Some meters create a permanent record of the violations and some

record the violation on tape. The officer then can play the tape

in Court to provide the violation. These objective pieces of

evidence are far superior to prove the existence of a noise vio-

lation than the testimony of a noise enforcement officer that he r"

believed the noise he heard violated the ordinance.

An example of an objective ordinance is as follows:

Sec. 17.3-5. Maximum nightime sound levels in
residential zones.

No person shall operate or cause any source of sound
in such a manner as to create a sound level in a residential

zone during the hours between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. in
excess of 65 dBA when measured at the property boundary of
the receiving land.

Seo. 17.3-6 Motor vehicle maximum sound levels.

(a) No person shall operate or cause to be operated a
public or private motor vehicle or motorcycle on a public
right-of-way at any time in such a manner that the sound

level emitted by the motor vehicle or motorcycle when mea-
sured at a distance of fifty (50) feet or more, exceeds
the level set forth in the following table:
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Sound level in dBA

Speed limit Speed limit

Vehicle Class 35mph or less over 35mph

All motor vehicles of GVWR or

GCWR or 6,000 ibs.or more 86 90

Anymotorcycle 82 86

Any other motor vehicle or any
combination of vehicles towed

by anymotorvehicle 76 82

(b) The foregoing provision shall not apply to
any motor vehicle engaged in interstate commerce, as
defined in Sec. 17.3-2(f).

See. 17.3-9. Penalties.

(a) Any person who violates any provision of this
chapter shall be deemed to be guilty of a Class IV mis-
demeanor.

(b) Each day of violation of any provision of
this chapter shall constitute a separate offense.

Fredericksburg Virginia, City Code, Chapter 17-3.

IV. B. 2. Sub_eetlve Ordinance.

A subjective ordinance utilizes qualitative standards rather

:_ than quantitative ones to designate a violation. Ordinances which

i! prohibit "excessive" or "loud or raucous" noise fall into this

category. Unlike the objective ordinance which uses a specific

dBA level to determine the violation, these ordinances rely on the

enforcement officer's discretion to determine whether a particular

noise violates the statute.
h

An example of a subjective ordinance is as follows:

835.040 Excessive Noise --

No person shall operate any vehicle constructed or so
out of repair, or loaded in such a manner as to create un-

_ reasonably loud or excessive noise.
kJ
• St. Louis, MO. Traffic Code, sec. 836.040

r
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The manual does not advocate one type of ordinance over another.

Both have their own problems. However, it is clear that there are

significant differences between then. In the Fredericksburg ordinance,

the violation is clearly set out whereas in the St. Louis ordinance,

the violation is not so clear. _he clarity of the violation and the

ability of the enforcement officer to determine if a violation occurred

raise secondary problems in the enforcement of the ordinance. Some

of these problems will be discussed in the next sections.

IV. C. Problen!s Which Go To The Validity Of The Noise Violation.

The noise enforcement official faces two distinctly different

types of problems when he stops a person for a noise violation.

First, are the problems which go to the essence of the noise violation.

Setting aside for the moment the question of whether the officer can

prove his case, the noise violation nay be dismissed because the or-,_''

dinance is too vague or because the procedures used by the officer to

stop a motor vehicle were unconstitutional.

IV. C. 1. Fifth Amendment - Va_uenegs Doctrine.

One problem with a subjective ordinance is that the Courts may

refuse to enforce it because it is too vague.

ISSUE: Are noise control provisions, such as those
prohibiting "loud", "excessive" or "unreasonable"
noise, unconstitutionally vague under the Fifth
Amendment?

BRIEF ANSWER: Case law is divided concerning whether qualitative
noise provisions violate the due process clause
of the Fifth Amendment. Provisions are generally
upheld as constitutional if the terms used to
define violations are within common knowledge and
usage.
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DISCUSSION: The Fifth Amendment provides that no person

shall "be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process

of law." The Courts have interpreted the Fifth Amendment duo process

clause to require that laws be sufficiently definite to put a

reasonable person on notice of what conduct constitutes a violation

of a given law. Herndon v. Lowr Z, 301 U.S. 242 (1937). Because

the Fifth Amendment protection has been extended to the state level

through the Fourteenth Amendment, state and local governments must

comply with the Fifth Amendment due process requirements in drafting

and enforcing noise control regulations.

The Supreme Court considered the following provision of the

Rockford, Illinois noise ordinance:

No person, while on public or private grousds adjacent to

any building in which a school or any class thereof is in

,/_, session, shall willfully make or assist in the making of
.... any noise or diversion which disturbs or tends to disrupt

the peace or good order of such school session or class

thereof. Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104 (1972).

Although the court upheld this ordinance, it listed three reasons

for the Fifth Amendment requirement that a law must be sufficiently

precise:

(First) Vague laws may trap the innocent by not providing
fair warning. Second, if arbitrary and discriminary en-

forcement is to be prevented, laws must provide explicit

standards for those who apply them. Third, where a vague
statute abut(s) upon sensitive areas of basic First Amendment

freedoms, it operates to inhibit the exercise of (those)

freedoms. I_d. at 108-109.

I State courts have upheld noise control which
regulations use

language falling within "common usa@e". For example, the California

Vehicle Code, which provides that motor vehicles:

.................... J,
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• . . shall at all times be equipped with an adequate "-

-- muffler in constant operation and properly maintained

to prevent any excessive or unusual noise . . . Smith

v. Paterson, 280 P.2d 522 (Cal. 1955).

has been upheld by the California Appeals Court•

Additionally, the California Court described the "common

usage" test as follows:

It is not required that a statute have the degree of
exactness which inheres in a mathematical theorum

The requirement of reasonable certainty does not pre-"
clude the use of ordinary terms to express ideas which

find adequate interpretation in common usage and under-

standing. Id. at 525.

Therefore, subjective standards in noise control regulations may

withstand a Fifth A_endmant chalienge if the language is sufficiently

specific and falls within the scope of common understanding so as to

put a reasonable person on notice of what conduct is prohibited.

Noise ordinances which have been challenged as vague usually

identify the prohibited noise by its general character or nature

rather than by specific standards. The following provision of the

Musksgon, Michigan noise ordinance was held unconstitutionally vague:

It shall be unlawful for any person to make, continue, Or

cause to be made or continued any noise which either annoys,
disturbs, injures or endangers the comfort, repose, health,
peace or safety of others, within the limits of the city.

United Pentecostal v. Steenham, 412 N.W. 2d 866 (Mich. App.
1979).

The Michigan Court of Appeals stated that the danger of such vague

language was the apparently unlimited discretionary power involved

{n identifying persons who were violatinq the ordinance.

SUMMARY: Subjective ordinances may be subject to a constitutional

challenge of vagueness, whereas objective ordinances for noise control,

which are sufficiently specific to provide notice of what conduct

,J
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constitutes the violation, should survive constitutional challenge

on the basis of vagueness.

IV. C. 2. Fourth Amendment: Stopping Motor Vehicle

The Fourth Amendment poses another problem which goes to the

essence of the noise violation conviction.

ISSUE: Does the stopping of a motor vehicle for a noise
violation violate the Fourth Amendemnt of the
U.S. Constitution?

BRIEF ANSWER: The Fourth Amendment of the United States
Constitution permits reasonable searches and
seizures which are based upon probable cause,
pursuant to consent, a proper warrant or fall
within one of the exceptions to the warrant

requirement. The Supreme Court has decided that
a stop of a motor vehicle is within the ambit
of the Fourth Amendment. If noise enforcement
officials do not have probable cause to stop a
vehicle, then the noise violation will not be

upheld in the Courts.

; _ Recently, the Supreme Court of the United States decided the case
.:

of Delaware v. Prouse, 99 S.Ct. 1391 (1979).

In the Prouse decision, the Supreme Court affirmed that, within

the meaning of the Fourth Amendment, stopping a motor vehicle and

detaining its occupants constitutes a seizure even though the purpose

of the stop is limited and the resulting detention is quiet brief.

Under the Fourth Amendment, any seizure based on the discretion of

an enforcement officer must be based on a reasonableness standard.

The reasonableness of the law enforcement practice is judged by

balancin@ the person's Fourth Amendment rights with legitimate

governmental interests.

In Prouse, the Court held that spot checking for license and

registration was a physical and psychological intrusion on the

<.j

L
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occupants of the motor vehicle. These stops were found to be in-

convenient, to consume time, and also to creat a substantial anxiety. P"

The Court also found that the use of spotchecks to aid in highway

safety was minimal at best.

Therefore, in balancin 9 the reasonablenes_ss of the enforcement

method utilized, with the governmental interest, the Court concluded

that the stopping of a vehicle purely at the discretion of the en-

forcement officer was intrusive and unjustifiable under constitutional

standards. An officer must have a factual basis for suspicion directed

at a particular vehicle or have some other substantial and objective

standard to govern the exercise of his discretion in stopping a motor

vehicle.

The enforcement of a noise ordinance which prohibits loud or

excessive noise or which sets a maximum dBA level which may not be

exceeded, is patently different from the situation in the Prouse

case. In Prouse, the law enforcement officer acted entirely within

his own discretion -- he had no probable cause to believe that the

driver of the vehicle was violating a traffic regulation nor did he

have any other articuable basis amounting to reasonable suspicion

that the driver was unlicensed or his vehicle unregistered. The

probable cause or reasonable suspicion in an objective ordinance is

that the vehicle exceeded the dBA level as measured by the sound

level meter. In a subjective ordinance, the probable cause or

reasonable suspicion is the officer's own observation or those of

others that the vehicle was creahing loud or excessive noise.

Although a subjective ordinance is not effected by Preuse ,

it is still subjeat to the vaguenss test of the Fifth Amendment, _ ,
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Legal Problems That Noise Enforcement Officer May
Encounter When EnforcincT The Ord_I1ance Wh_-ch-Do Not

Affect 'fhe Validity Of The Noise Violation.

Noise enforcement officers when issuing a noise violation may

encounter incidents of other criminal activity. Although this other

activity may net involve the noise violation, the enforcement officer

may have a duty to report the inc.idents or even to seize the materials

or arrest the violator.

Most problems involve searches and seizures under the Fourth

A_endment to the U.S. Constitution. Basically, the Fourth Amendment

requires a law enforcement officer to obtain a warrant before searching

or seizing anything. The warrant "requirement recognizes that people

hve a reasonable expectation of privacy in their homes, automobiles

and for articles contained in their homes or automobile. The Supreme

r_ Court has held that "searches conducted outside the judicial process,

- without prior approval by a judge or a magistrate, are per s__eun-

reasonable -- subject to only a few specifically established and well-

delineated exceptions." Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

'" IV. C. 3. Exceptions to the Warrant Requirement.

IV. C. 3. (a) Search incident to a valid arrest.

This exception permits law enforcement officers to search an

individual that they have arrested. In United States v. Robinson,

414 U.S. 218, (1973), the Supreme Court upheld a warrantless search

of an individual who had been arrested for operating a motor vehicle

after revocation of his license. However, to qualify as an exception

to the warrant requirement, the search must net be too far removed

from the time and place of the arrest.
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This exception would permit a noise enforcement officer who

validly arrested a person for violating a noise ordinance to then

search the person without a warrant. In U.S.v. Edwards, 415 U.S.

800 (1974), the Court held that the search of an arrested person's

possessions at the place of detention was sufficiently related to

the arrest to qualify under the search incident to lawful arrest

warrant exception. (Emphasis added).

The right £o search incident to a lawful arrest without a

warrant is contingent upon some requirements:

i. The arrest must be lawful; that is, all legal

requirements for a valid arrest must be met. If
the arrest is unlawful, so is the search.

2. The search must be made immediately upon arrest
or at a time sufficiently related to the arrest
in order to suffice under the rationale that the

search is conducted to protect the police

officer and to deprive the suspect of an escape. _

3. The arrest must be in good faith and must not
only be a means to conduct the search.

IV. C. 3. (b) Valid Consent.

A warrant is not required where the individual gives his consent

to the search. Sehneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 H.S. 218, (1973). HOW-

ever, consent to a warrantless search must be voluntary. Voluntari-

ness is tasted by the totality of the circumstances surrounding the

consent; for example, the age and intelligence of the consenting

party, the words and actions of the officer, coercion, if any, and

the setting where the consent was given, are factors which the Court

considers in determining whether the person who gave the consent had

the authority to consent to a warrantless search. For example, a

person with possessory rights to the area being searched generally hal _
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authority to consent to a warrantless search.

In some cases, a person may not have the authority to give

consent to a warrantless search. In U.S.v. Matlock, 415 U.S. 164

(1974), the Court upheld the search of a bedroom that was occupied

by two people. One of the persons consented to the search -- the

other was not home at the time of the search. The Court found that

the consent of one who possesses common authority over premises or

effects is valid as against the absent nonconsenting person with whom

that authority is shared.

IV. C. 3, (c) Exigent Circumstances.

This is another exception to the warrant requirement under the

Fourth Amendment. This exception permits warrantless searches where

the exigencies of the circumstances make that course imperative.

McDonald v. U.S., 335 U.S. 451 (1948). In Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S.

294 (1967), the Court upheld a search of a private home without a war-

rant by law enforcement officers. The Court found that the officers

were informed that an armed robbery that had occurred less than five

minutes before they arrived and that the suspect had entered a certain

address. The Court upheld the arrest of the robber and the seizure

of two weapons and the clothes the robber was identified as wearing

because of the exigent circumstances of the case. Speed here was

essential, and only a thorough search of the house for persons and

weapons which could be used against them or to effect and escape, Id.

IV. C. 3. (d.) Automobile Exception.

The Supreme Court has also permitted an exception to the warrant

requirement of the Fourth Amendment for the seizure of automobiles.

k._J Carroll v. U.S., 267 U.S. 132 (1925). Its rationale for this exception
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is twofold:

(1) the inherent mobility of the automobile often makes
it impracticable _o obtain a warrant; and

(2) the configuration, use and regulation of automobiles
often may dilute the reasonable expectation of privacy
that exists with respect to other situated property.

Arkansas v. Sanders, 442 U.S. 753 (1969), (citations
omitted).

However, the automobile search does not apply in all circum-

stances. The exception is only justified when there is a situation

where the automobile may be moved or its contents removed. In

Coolidge v. New IIampshire, 403 U.S. 91 (1971), the Court invalidated

s warrantless search and seizure of an automobile because there was

no evidence that it was impractical to obtain a warrant. There was

not present a criminal bent on flight, contraband or stolen goods,

a fleeting opportunity on a highway after a high speed chase or con-

federates waiting to move the evidence.

Noise enforcement officials should be very wary of this exception.

If they arrest a person and impound his car, they should obtain a

warrant before they search the car.

_V. C. 3. (c) Plain view.

This exception is one which the nn_se enforcement officer may

encounter very frequently. If the officer has validly stopped a car

for a noise violation, then he may seize any contraband in plain

view. For example, if an officer who has stopped a car for a noise

violation, sees marijuana or other contraband in the back seat, then

he may seize it. The basis for the plain view exception is that the

officer had prior justification for the intrusion in the course of

C

.... _,._,,_._.. _ .._,_. ........... ......... ...... _ _ ....... k...... ........ . .:.....................
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which he came inadvertently across the contraband. Coolidge v. New

Hampshire, 403 U.S. 91 (1971).

Recently, there have been a number of cases decided by the Court

on the issue of searching luggage or clothing which has been seized

pursuant to the plain view exception or the exigent circumstances

exception. Arkansas v. Sanders, 442 U.S. 753 (1979); Robbins v.

California, 101 U.S.S.CT. 2841 (1981); and New York v. Belton, 101

S.Ct. 2860 (1981). In these three cases, the Court found that the

seizure of the items was proper, but in Sanders and Robbins, the

warrantless search of the luggage was invalid. In Belton, the Court

held that the search of a jacket in plain view in the passenger com-

partment of the car was a lawful search, floweret, in Sanders, the

Court invalidated a search of a suitcase found in the trunk of the

:i! _ car and in Robbins, it invalidated the search of a sealed, wrapped

container in the rear compartment of the station wagon. These cases
i

ii may indicate that the law on warrantless searches is unclear and is

constantly changing. Robbina and Belton were decided on the same day

and the difference in the treatment of the search seems to fall on

the fact that in Robbins, the polic_ searched a container, but in

il

_ Belton, they searched a jacket - not a very clear distinctionl

Noise enforcement officers should be very wary of the Fourth

Amendment and procure a warrant if possible prior to any search or

seizure.

IV. D. Evidentiary issues.

Evidentlary issues are very important to everyone who is involved

in law enforcement. The evidence that a judge will admit and the weight
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that he will place on that evidence is central in obtaining a con-

viction. An officer who is aware of the evidentiary issues involved

in the enforcement of motor vehicle noise violations is able to

collect, pocket, and present admissable evidence which will enhance

the prosecution of the noise violation.

IV. D, i. Evidence.

Evidence is facts or other proof introduced at a trial or other

legal proceeding for the purpose of proving a certain fact in dis-

pute. As mentioned previously, the judge has the discretion to admit

or exclude evidence at trial. This section will discuss the introduc-

tion of certain types of evidence, (i.e., the noise and speed of motor

vehicles), which is central to noise violation cases.

IV. D. 2. Prima Facie Evidence.

Prima facie evidence is evidence which is sufficient to establis! _',

a fact unless contradicted or overcome by other evidence. For example,

a noise ordinance may state that the measurement of noise exceeding a

specified noise level is prima faeie evidence of a violation of that

ordinance. For example, Ashland, Ohio has an ordinance which provides:

The creation of noise by the squaling of tires, or
the creation of tire marks on the roadway shall b

prima facie evidence nf a violation of this section.
Ashland, Ohio, Codified Ordinances, Sec. 333.06 (1969).

Under this ordinance, a noise officer who testifies that he heard or

saw a person operate a car by squealing its tires or creating tire

marks on the roadway, and can identify the operator and the car, has

made out a prima facie violation of the Statute.

One definition of prima retie evidence of a noise violation is

evidence which, if explained or uncontradicted, is sufficient to _
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- establish that a noise violation occurred but which may be contra-

dicted by other evidence. Howover, this definition implies that a

prima facie case, if unrebutted, requires a judgment in favor of the

person who introduced the evidence and this fact is not always true.

A more cautious definition of prima facie evidence is:

(W)here the proponent, having the first duty of
producing some evidence in order to pass from the
judge to the jury, has fulfilled that duty, satisfied
the Judge, and may properly claim that the jury be
allowed to consider his case. 9 J. Wigmore, Evidence
Sec. 2494 at 293-294 (3d ed. 1940).

An objective noise Ordinance which contains specific references

to mechanical measuring devices and which delineates the permissable

limits beyond which a violation occurs, will best assure that a prima

facie case is established. However, even though an officer presents

f'h s prima facie case which is unrebutted, under the second definition,
LI /

there is no guarantee that the jury or trier of fact will find a

violation.

IV. D. 3. Sound Level Meter as Evidence.

During the 1940's, increasing auto speeds and resulting traffic

injuries led to increased concern for enforcement of highway speed

limits. This concern, along with the uncertainties of opiDion

testimony as to vehicle speed, led to the development and widespread

use of the radar speed mster. 3 Similarly, the continual increase of

motor vehicle noise control regulations had led to the development and

use of the sound level meter 4 -- an electronic instrument calibrated

to read sound levels directly in decibels -- for motor vehicle noise

enforcement.

_ The sound level meter (SLM) is similar to the radar speed meter.

!:
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Therefore, a look at the historical development of radar speed meter
.4

readings as admissible evidence in court may prove helpful in pre-

dicting the development of case law involving the use of sound level

meter readings as evidence.

The use of radar as a moans of enforcing speed limits was first

tested in Delaware Court in the ease of State v. Moffit, ii0 A.2d 778

(1953). In this case, two highway patrolmen introduced into evidence

the electronic radar speed meter readings to prove the speed of the

defendant's car. The defendant objected to the State's attempt to

introduce the speed meter reading into evidence on two grounds:

(i) the speed meter had never been recognized as being a

reliable instrument to record the speed of vehicles on the highway;

and

(2) even if admitted, the speed meter reading should not con- /-.

stitute conclusive evidence of the defendant's speed. I_dd.at 779.

In Moffit, the State produced an expert witness who testified

to the construction, operation and purpose, margin of error if

properly functioning, and the manner of testing the accuracy of the

speed meter which the officers hsd actually used to determine the

speed of the defendant's car. Based on this testimony, the judge

admitted the radar speed meter evidence subject to the jury's de-

termination as to its accuracy in measuring the speed of the de-

fendant's oar. The court gave the following instructions to the

jury=

The mere fact that the test in the present case was
made by a person not skilled in electronics is not of

sufficient import to render the Speed Meter inadmissible
in evidence . .
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In the present case, however, before you can return a
-_ verdict of guilty under this contention - that is, a

finding by reason only of the Speed Meter - you must
be satisfied beyond a reasonably (sic) doubt that the
Speed Meter used in the present case was functioning
properly, was properly operated at the time, and was
in fact an accurate recorder of speed; further, that
its accuracy had been properly tested within a reasonable
time from the date of its use . . . Id.

The content of this jury instruction is very important to the

noise enforcement officer who utilizes a SLM. Although the Court

admitted the evidence, it left to the jury to decide whether the speed

meter produced such a reading as to find the defendant guilty. The

factors which the judge charged the jury to consider: the proper use

of the speed meter, its proper operation, its accuracy and the

testing of its accuracy all involve the training of the operator and

in some cases testimony of an expert witness. If SLM's can be

_'_ analogized to radar speed meters, it is imperative that the operator

undergo vigorous training program on the operation of the SLM prior

to his operation of it on the highway.

Today, many jurisdictions take judicial notice that radar, when

_J properly functioning and properly operated, is a reliable device for

_ measuring the speed of a moving vehicle. Judicial notice means that

iii the Cou_t will recognize the results of radar without requiring ex-

pert testimony on the nature, function and scientific principles

which underly it. However, when a prosecutor begins to introduce

evidence from an SLM, in a noise violation case, he must be prepared

to present testimony about its operation, how it works and the com-

petency of the operator.

Recently, a lower court in Florida decided not to accept the re-

: _ liabili£y of radar to prove the speed of automobiles, State v. Aquilera,

!i
!
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supra.

In Aquilera, the court did not hold that the scientific prin-

ciples underlying radar are faulty. It merely held that, before it

would accept the reliability of radar beyond a reasonable doubt, the

manufacturers of the equipment and the state and local governments

entities in Florida must work together to improve the equipment and

the competency and qualifications of the operators of the equipment.

It is important to note that this decision was based on speed

measuring equipment and operator training methods utilized by the

State of Florida and therefore, its scope is restricted to Florida.

Most courts still take judicial notice of the general accuracy of the

radar speed measuring device, provided that it has been proven that

the particular speed meter is accurate, that the operator is qualified,

and that the device was properly operated in the case before the

court. State v. Readin@, 389 A.2d 512 (1978).

IV. D. 4. Burden of Proof.

In a case which involves a violation of an ordinance which pro-

hibits the operation of motor vehicles and motorcycles on public

streets, over a certain dBA level, the burden of proof is on the

_rosecution to ahow that the defendant was in fact operating a

vehicle on a p_blic street and that the vehicle emitted noise in

excess of proscribed dBA level. Depending on how a motor vehicle

noige violation is defined by the ordinance, either the civil (pre-

ponderance of the evidence) or the criminal (beyond a reasonable

doubt) standard of proof will apply.

In order to successfully prosecute a motor vehicle operator, the

prosecutor must be able to show that: _"
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1. The defendant operated or caused to be operated
a motor vehicle or motorcycle on a public street;

2. The motor vehicle or motorcycle was operated in
such a manner that the sound level emitted
exceeded the limits established in the ordinance;

3. The use of the sound measuring device was proper
and that the sound measuring device was in good
working order; and

4. The operator was qualified to use the sound measuring
device.

....J



Endnotes

iThroughout this section, the terms "statute" and "ordinance"
are used interchangeably. Generally, a statute is the enactment
of the legislature of a state and an ordinance is an enactment of
municipal corporation.

2For example, searches and seizures under the Fourth Amendment.

3The radar (an abbreviated form for "radio detection and ranging")
speedmeter is essentially a high frequency radio transmitter and re-

ceiver. It transmits a radio beam down the road, then picks up its
reflected beam on a receiver.

4The sound level meter has a microphone that converts a sound
pressure variation in the air into an electrical signal, an amplifier
powered by a battery to raise the signal level enough to operate an
indicator needle, and an attenuator to adjust the signal level within
the range of the meter's scale. Raymond D. Berendt, et al., Quitting:
A Practical Guide to Noise Control (Washington, D.C. 1976) at 3.
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MODULE IV

The Law and Its Application

Please answer the following with a brief essay:

i. Explain the difference between an objective and a subjective
ordinance.

/_ 2. State the reason why a court would hold that an ordinance
....... is too vague to enforce.

9

_rl
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3. Define prima facie evidence.

4. What are the three requirements for the search incident to _f-"
a valid arrest exception to the 4th Amendment warrant
requirement?

LJ
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-- Field Experience
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VI. Field Experience

_ Field Experience provides the practical application of

noise enforcement skills and techniques learned in the

classroom portions of the training program. The follow-

ing describes the three phases of Field Experience:

Training, Program Implementation, and Active Enforcement.

VI.A. Training

The initial experience in the Training phase provides the

foundation for future noise enforcement experiences. Field

Experience in the Training mode will:

i. Demonstrate to the trainee the site selection and

establishment process via a practical application
of classroom theory.

2. Enable the trainee to select and establish sites

for actual future enforcement. This process, how-
ever, is dependent upon the locale in which the
training is given.

3. Provide the trainee with practical diagnosis of

vehicle noise sources and develop expertise in the
idnetification of a vehicle in violation before it

passes through a site.

When the training phase has been completed, the basic

knowledge and expertise acquired can be applied to the

Pro@ram Implementation and Active Enforcement phases of
Z

_i Field Experience.

_I VI.B. Program Implementation
[

Extensive local or statewide press coverage, public aware-

ness, as well as development of the enforcement personnel's

self-confidence should both precede and accompany the Pro-

gram Implementation phase. A public relations effort has

been shown to effectively promote public acceptance of and
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voluntary compliance with a ,_ow 0nforcement program. For

e:_ample, increased public awareness resulted when noise

enforcement officers met with civic and coi_unity organizers

during the Impl_nentation period. Additionally, the courts,

prosecutors and defense attorneys should he made aware of

the enforcement program during this phase.

The initial implementation of a noise enforcement program

whould first involve a policy where only warnings, either

verbal or written, are issued to violators. This initial

period of time, of perhaps six months, will provide the

enforcement officer with additional practical experience.

Moreover, the officer will develop a greater degree of self-

confidence at this time as personal one-on-one public con-

tact with violators, without actual enforcement action, is

put into practice. The Implementation period can also be

used to locate and establish additional sites and to de-

termine, by monitoring traffic, whether such sites would in

fact be worthwhile.

VI.C. Active Enforcement

Following the Training and Program Implementition stages,

noise enforcement personnel and the public are ready for

the Active Enforcement phase. The period of Active Enforce-

ment focuses on these three major areas: public awareness,

establishment of sites, and preparatioa for the first court

case.

f
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vi.c.l. Public Awareness

Again, extensive press coverage, local or state-wide,

should be employed to announce the commencement of active

noise enforcement.

VI.C.2. Establishment of Sites

During the Active Enforcement stage, pre-established sites

are used. However, additional sites could be established

at this time. The location of these additional sites

could be based on noise patterns and trends, citizen com-

plaints, or any other means appropriate or necessary to

local enforcement concerns.

(a) Citizen Complaints

i When complaints are received from the public, personal
i

contact shoud be made with the eomplaintant. If action!

i: is not possible at the scene of the complaint, the com-

{_ plaintant should be advised of the results of the invest-
?
q

igation, so that this citizen is at least aware that some

enforcement action has been attempted.

_ VI.C.3. Preparation of the First Case

It is during the Active Enforcement phase that the first

court case is being developed. This test case will usu-

ally be the determinant of the success of thenoise en-

forcement program and future court cases. Therefore, the

utmost care should be taken in the preparation of this case.

(a) All avenues of attack by the defense should be
addressed.

1. There should be no doubt as to the measured

_ limit of the violator.

,r
b
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2. There should be no doubt thaz the de[endant's

vehicle was in violation,

3. The credentials of the officer will be docu-

mented by the training received.

(b) As much information as possible should be documented.

(i) The date and time of violation.

(2) The location of the site.

(3) The type of site - standard or non-standard.

(4) Direction of travel of traffic monitored.

(5) Equipment used - include identifying numbers.

(6) Personnel involved.

(7) Any adjustments for distance or reflective surfaces.

(8) Identify any reflective surfaces.

(9) _nbient noise level.

(I0) Windspeed, f-"
f

(ii) Calibration - field and factory.

(12) Identification of noise source (vehicle).

(13) Noise level recorded.

(14) Maximum noise level permitted.

(15) Rise and fall of noise level (if vehicle involved).

'(16) Description of vehicle or noise source,

(17) Identification of defendant (operator of vehicle).

Forms should be developed to document the above

information so that uniformity will be maintained

throughout the agency.

_'* (Sample forms are included in the Appendix.)
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Through experience, enforcement personnel develop great-

er expertise that is accepted by the courts. The officer

will develop a "calibrated ear" - the ability to deter-

mine a possible violation even before the vehicle enters

the measurement site.

VI.D. Common Issues

1. Areas of noise problems or complaints.

2. Causes of noise.

(a) Vehicle operation.
(b) Traffic flow.
(c) Vehicle modification.
(d) Vehicle defects.

VI.E. Common Solutions

i. Alter driving habits by enforcing other laws.

Example: spinning wheels, careless or negligent
driving, speeding, etc.

2. Re-route or employ one-way traffic during peak
periods.

_ 3. Enforce vehicle equipment modification laws.
_i Example: motor vehicle inspection, spot checks, etc.

_ 4. Enforce defective equipment laws.
;![I Example: citing for defective equipment and requir-
e: ing certification of repairs.

i;
_: VI.F. Special Problems and Solutions
!.i

i The use of CB radios presents a problem in rural enforce-

ment and may or may not be an issue in municipal settings.

A solution to the use of CB's to announce police noise en-

forcement activities is the development of subjective

screening and stationary testing of vehicles. Such a pro-

gram requires the adoption of officer authority to issue

a directive to the vehicle operator, based on probable

_ cause, for exceeding the established noise level limits.
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The directive requires the operator to submit the vehicle

for stationary testing of exhaust noise. Failure to com-

ply would result in suspension of the vehicle registration,

issuance of a citation or summons for a court appearance.

There may be situations where the operator is cited and

the case is adjudicated, but because the vehicle is not

owned by the operator, the owner may fail or refuse to

correct the vehicle. In such cases, it may be hecessary

to cite the owner rather than the operator.

VI.G. Retesting

Retesting is a viable and successful approach only if the

noise enforcement program includes a subjective screening

and s_ationary testing provision. Because retesting re-

quires only limited space, the police or municipal build-, r_

ing parking lot would be an adequate site. A tachometer

or "engine kill" device is the only additional equipment

needed.

However, if the noise enforcement program entails only

pass-by enforcement, retesting would be practically im-

possible. To retest would regulre site space equal to the

highway measurement site as well as an area for decelera-

tion.

The development of retesting and certification of com-

pliance, by promoting correction of the vehicle in vio-

lation, could mean that court action may not he necessary.

t "
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A new vehicle certification progra_ is another means of

aiding noise reduction efforts.

i The primary objective of a noise program should be the

aorreetion of the noise source and, ultimately, a high
i
! degree of voluntary compliance.

_t

e,
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NOISE EHFORCEtIENTLOG

; _lte NO./ COunty Date/Time:
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NOISE MEASUREMENTSYSTEM

INSPECTIONREPORT

I

AME '. E o EXCELLENT

ATE S - SATISFACTORY

NSPECTEDBY U - UNSATISFACTORY

ETER..... CALIBRATOR f" MICROPHONE ANEMOMETER

SP # .,, SERIAL# SERIAL# ,. SERIAL# , ,

_A # s CAP METER
I

ERIAL# .': CUPS

:: CABLE, ...,tIST STRAP
HEADPHONES =

WEIGHTS- 3 .....

CASE
%

LSE SPONGERUBBERPAD MANUAL CALIBRATIONCERTIFICATE..... MINI-PLUGCONNECTOR

:REWDRIVER WINDSCREEN CABLE (12D'), BATTERYPACK-2 BATTERYCHARGER

A" BATTERYS..._ TRIPOD- LOW-I HICROPHONESLEEVE TRIPOD- HIGH-2 ADAPTER- I or 2*(With set screws)
One Inch- 1 or _*

LTING _IICROPHONE
EEVE ADAPTER- I or 2* ,, Half Inch-1 or 2" .... IO0' Tape

I@IENTS:(*Cross out 1 or 2, whichever is not applicable)

GNATURE BATE
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" STATE OF MARYLAND

' ' DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

MARYLANDSTATEPOLICE _"

H*.RV, Jn.ZS PfKESVILLE MARYLAND212(30 EOWNn tULlYDEpUTy ._ECREIAR¥
oov_..o. AREA CODE 301 4863101 FORPUUL;CSAFETY

OORDON C KAMKA COLON[L THOMASS 5MITtl
S[Cfl[ fAflY 5UpERINTEND(_NY

PUBLIC SAf|/¥ AND MAnyLANO STATE t_OLJCE
,_IREC |lONAI. 5_f1¥1¢[_

Ccptatn 0. £. Otehl, Commnder,
Auto_ttvo Safety Enforce_nt DIVlStDn
HaP/landStain Polfco
Pikcsv111e,Haw1and 21208

". DearCaptain Olehl:

It , I O

(N_) (Address)

herebygront pomtsston to the HorylondSeatoPolfce, to place noise obctement

monitoring equipmenton m?pmperty located on.... ,

This pormfsslonm|¥ bo wtthdr_n by meot on? ttme,! so destro.

(Signature) "" (Dote)

(w_tnoss)

23-40 (3178)
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A-Weighting-- A-weightingrefersto a particularprocessingof soundsignals
in which_ow frequenciesare de-emphasized.Thisweightinghas been
foundto correspondfairlywellto subjectivehumanresponseto sound
slgna]s. See alsoLA.

Absorption-- Absorptionis the removalof a portionof the originalsound
. . energywhensoundis reflectedFroma surface.

AbsorptionCoefficient-- The absorptioncoefficientof a givensurfaceis
the ratioof thesoundenergyabsorbedby the surfaceto the sound
energyincidentuponthe surface.

Acoe]erometer-- An acce]erometerisa deviceused tomeasureacceleration.

Acoustics--Acousticsis the nameof the scientificstudyof sound.

AcousticTrauma-- Acoustictraumarefersto a permanentelevationin
hearingthresholdwhich followsa one-tlmeexposureto highlevelsound.

AmbientNoise-- Theambientnoiseof an environmentis the averagesound
leveldue to the combinedeffectof a11 the soundsourcesin that
environment.It is sometimesidentifiedas the soundlevelthatis
exceeded90% of the time (Lgo).

Amplitude-- The amplitudeof a soundis a measureof theamountof energy
(i.e..pressure,power,intensity)of thatsound.

Anvil-- The anvilisone of thethreebonesof themiddleear. SeeOssic]es.

Attenuation-- Attenuationis thelossof a portionof soundenergyas a
resultof passingthroughmatter(througha wall,for example).

AttitudeSurveyoo An attitudesurveyis a processthatseekstodetermine
how peop]efeelaboutany matterof interestby askingthemaboutit.

_ Audiogram-- An audiogramis a recordof hearingthresholdlevelsof a
particularindividua]at variousfrequencies.Thesethreshold]eve]s
are referencedto statlstica]lynoma] hearinglevels.

Audlometer--An audio_teris a devicefor measuringhearingthresholdleve]s.

Audition-- Auditionis the processof hearing.

AuditoryNerve-- The auditorynervecarriesneuralimpu]sesfromthe
haircellsof the innerear towardthe brain,and fromthe brainto
the innerear.

, AuditorySensitivity-- Auditorysensitivityis a termthatdescribesthe
abilityof thehumanear to respondto sounds.

@ D-2
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Auricle-- See Pinna.

B-Weighting-- B-weightingis an infrequentlyusedprocessingof sound _.
signalsin which thereis a slightde-emphasisof the low frequencies.

C-Weighting-- C-weightinoisa processingof soundsignalsthattreatsall
frequenciesfromabout30 Hz to about8000 Hz with equalemphasis.

Calibration-- Calibrationis the processby whichthe accuracyof a
measuringInstrumentis certified.

Calibrator-- A calibratoris any standarddeviceused to calibrateother
devices;in acousticsthiscommonlyrefersto a deviceusedto certify
the accuracyof sound levelmeters.

Community-- As used in thismanual,a communityIsany jurisdictionthat
is smallerthan a state lusuallya cityor a county).

Compression-- A compressionis thatportionof a cycleduringwhich,or
the portionof spacewithinwhich,themoleculesare crowdedcloser
togetherthannormal.

Continuous-- A continuoussignalis a signalthatis alwayspresentover
the intervalof observationalthoughthe levelof thesignalmay vary _
considerablyover thisinterval.

Cyc]e-- A cycleof a periodicoccurrenceis the completesequenceof
va]uesthatoccurduringa period.

Decibel-- The decibel(abbreviateddB) is a convenientunltused to express
themagnitudeof soundas a logarithmicratioof varlab]es.The level
of an acousticalquantityIs usuallyexpressedin decibels, (See
Level, LAo and also ChapterI, Section1.3,2.)

Decrement-- A decrementIs a decreasein a quantity.

Demographic-- Demographicis a termreferringto any characteristicof a
personor populationthatmay be relevantto behaviorand attitudes,

Descriptor-- A descriptorIs any numberusedto describea situation.
Somedescriptorsused to describesoundlevelare LA, Leq,Ldn, etc.

Diffraction-- DiffractionIs thebendingof waveswhen theyencounteran
obstacle,

DirectInterview-- A directinterviewIs one inwhich the respondentis
• awareof the centralconcernof the interview,
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Eardrum-- The eardrumis a membranewhich separatesthe outerear and the
.._ midd]e ear, and which vibrates in response to sound pressure.

Etiology-- The etiologyof a processis the set of relatedeventsleading
to it.

Fast Response -- A setting of one of the controls of a sound level meter
that allows the indicator to follow the variations in sound level
as closely as possible.

Fixed-Alternative Questions -- Fixed-alternative questions are those for
whichthe respondentmust choosefromthe responsesprovidedby the
survey instrument.

Fluctuating-- A fluctuatingsoundis one thatvariesin pressurelevel
during the period of observation, but remains above the ambient noise
]eve]most of the time(it maydescendto theambientlevelno more
thanonce duringthe periodof observation).

Frequency-- The frequencyof a soundis the numberof completecyclesof
thatsoundoccurringin one second. Most soundsourcesproducemore
thanone frequencyat a givenmoment.

! FrequencyBand -- A frequencybandisa rangeof frequencies.Examplesof
i frequencybands are octavebands,broadbands,criticalbands,etc.

FrequencySpectrum-- The frequencyspectrumof a soundis a representation
_ of thefrequenciespresentandtheiramp]itudes.

Hair Cell -- A hair cell is one of the sensory cells in the inner ear
that can respond to sound by initiating neural impulses in the
auditory nerve.

Hammer-- The hammeris one of the threebonesof the middleear.
See 0ssicles.

Hearing Handicap --.Hearing handicap is defined as the existence of an
average hearing threshold level of more than 25 dB in the better ear;
thisaverageis basedon measurementsat 500,IO00,and 2000Ha.

HearingLoss-- Hearinglossis anymeasureab]edifferencefor whichthe
hearing of the subject Is poorer than that of the population used to
define normal bearing.

HearingThreshoId-- Hearingthresholdis theminimumsignallevel(in dB)
thatcan be detectedby a subjectduringa hearingtest. Thislevel
may be different at different frequencies.

HearingThresholdLevel-- Hearinothresholdevel is a scalefor reporting
, the ]evelof a sound(in dB)'referredto average,normalhearing

thresholds(seeabove). The zerolevel for thisscaleis basedupon
a statistica]lydeterminednormalhearingpopulatlon.Thisis the

.'scalegenerallyused for reportinghearingthresholdresultsin thec]inlcal audiogram.
D-4
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Intermittent-- Am intermittentsoundis one thatswitchesoff and on
two or moretimesduringthe periodof observation.

Incus -- See Anvil. ,,

Impedance-- Impedance is that property of a mediumwhich determines
the extentof its responseto an externalforceand how well it ",
willtransferenergytoanothermedium.

ImpedanceMatching-- When the impedancesof twomediaare equal,a
conditionof impedancematchingexists,and maximumenergycan be
transferredfromone mediumto theother. The more the ratioof
the Impedancesdiffersfromone,the smalleris the fractionof
energytransferred.

Infrasonic-- Infrasonicsoundsare thosewith frequenciessmallerthan
can be detectedby personsof normalhearinq.

LA-- LA is theA-weightedsoundpressurelevel. It is the most commonly
useddescriptorof instantaneoussoundpressurelevel. Many earlier
documentsstatethis levelin unitsof dB(A).

Ldn-- Ldn is equivalentto theLea measuredovera 24-hourperiodwith a
I0dB penaltyadded for the n_ghttimehours.

- ,o. Zo,o,o jj
L'q';nhl,il.agllcI2 ll,llttllolltilvi IsleilPiilr hlUlill oll?illul7°

energyas theactualtimevaryingA-weightedsoundduringthe specified
period.

' [+lo'ZLeg = IO Ioglo dt'_whereT is normallyl to 14 hours
P ref -J

Level-- The levelof any'quantlty,describedin decibels(dB) is propor-
tionalto the logarithm(baseI0) of the ratioof thatquantityto
a referencevalueof the samequantity,Boththe valueand the
referencevalueshouldbe statedin the sameunits.

LiB -- LIO is thatsound levelthat is exceededin I0_of a set of obser-
vatlons. LIO is frequentlyclose in numericalvalueto Leq.

LSO -- LSO fs thatsound levelthat is exceededin 50% of a set of
observations,

Lg0 -- LgO is thatsound levelthatIs exceededin gO% of a set of
observations.This descrlntoris oftentakenas the ambientsound
legel " '
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Loudness-- Loudnessis thataspectof humanperceptionof soundthat
.- correspondsmost closelywitllthe amplitudeof the sound.

Malleus-- See Hammer.

ManualSampling-- Manualsamplingrequiresthe presenceof a humanobserver,
usuallyto recordthe data.

Masklng--Maskingis theobscuring(partialor total)of one or moresound
signalsby the presenceof othersoundsignals.

NeuralImpulse--A neuralimpulseis a signalwithinthe nervoussystem.

Noise-- Noise isany unwantedsound. Objectivemeasurementsof noiseare
madewith instruments,mostoftenwith a soundlevelmeter.

NoiseAbatement-- Noiseabatementis the reductionof existingnoise
throughcorrectivemeasures.

NoiseControl-- Noisecontrolis the reductionof noisethroughpreventive
measures.

NoisePose-- A noisedose isthe ratioof the durationof exposureto the
durationpermittedforexposureat a specificsoundlevelbasedon a
damageriskcriterion. The totalnoisedose isthe sum of the indi- .'

_"_ vidual noise doses at each exposure level.

NoiseEmissionStandard-- A noiseemissionstandardis a limit,set by
governmentregulations,on theoutputof soundmeasuredat a specified
distancefromregulatedoperatingdevices.

=

:_ NoiseExposureLimit-- The noiseexposurelimit is a figureestablishedby
' theOSHA Act. It is designedto limitthe hearinglossassociated
T_ withwork.

i Nolse-lnducedHearingLoss-- Noise.inducedhearinglossis the hearing
:_ lossthatresultsfromexposureto noise. The totalhearinglossis

theresultof noisePlusotherfactorssuchas agingand disease.

Nolse*InducedPermanentThresholdShift(NIPTS,alsoPTS) -- Noise-lnduced
permanentthresholdshiftis the Irreversibleelevationin the thresh-
oldof hearing(quietestsounda personcan hear)which followschronic
immersionin high levelnoise.

Noise-lnducedTemporaryThresholdShift(NITTS,alsoTTS) -- Nolse-lnduced
temporarythresholdshiftis a reversibleelevationin the thresholdof
hearing(quietestsounda personcan hear)whichfollowsimmersionin
hfqhlnwl iml'.J,.In,,I'._,'.,ifTT% thn hnnrfnqrhrn_hnIdnf rhPnxpn_d
listenerwillreturnto pne-noJse-exposurelevelsIf the listenerfs

' placedin a quietenvironmentfor a periodof time. Subscriptnumbers
following"TTS"indicatethe durationin minutesbetweennoisecessation

_ andlhearlngthresholdtesting(e.g.,TTS2 = hearingtest2 minutesafternoise cessation).

i_ D-6
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NoiseMap -- A noisemap isa set of contoursof equalnoiseexposure
(suchas equalLeq)baseduponmeasurementsof noisein the region
of interest.

NoiseSurvey-- A noisesurveyis a set of measurementsof the soundlevels ''
or soundexposuresinan environmentof interest. In somesurveys
octaveband(or evennarrowerband)analysismay be included. ,,

OctaveBand -- An octavebandis a Frequencybandwith itsupperbandedge
equalto twiceits lowerbandedge. Octavebandsare usuallynamed
by theircenterfrequencies.An exampleof an octavebandis the one
thathas a center?requencyof lOOOHz: its lowerbandedge is at
70/ Hz and its upperbandedgeat 1414Hz.

Ordinance-- An ordinanceisa municipalregulationset forthby a
governmentauthority,

Osslcles-- The ossiclesarethe threeboneslocatedin themiddleear.
The hammer(ormalleus)is attacheddirectlyto the eardrumat one
end and to theanvil (orincus)at theother. The stirrup(or stapes)
Is attachedto the anvilat one end and to the ovalwindow(entrance
to the innerear) at theother.

PerformanceStandard-o A performancestandardis a quantitativestatement r_,
o? the requirementsthata particularproductmustmeet to be
acceptable,

Permanent Threshold Shift -- See Nolse-lnduced Permanent ThreshoId Shift.

Pink Noise -- Pink noise is a form of broad band sound in which each octave
band has the same totalenergy.

Pinna-- The pinna(or auricle)is thatportionof theear thatextends
outwardfromthe head.

Pitch -- Pitch is that aspect of an observer's perception of sound that
correspondsmost closelytothe Frequencyof the sound.

Presbycusls°- Presbycusisisthe lossof hearingthatis associated
with the aging process.

Pressure-- PressureIs forceper unitarea. in acousticsthevariation
in pressure associated with a sound signal, called the sound
pressure, is the variable of primary interest.

Probability Sample -- A probability sample is one for which the individuals
sampled are accurately representative of the population being studied.

Propagation-- Propagationisthepassageof a signalfrom itssourceto
a _ecelver, 5ome of theprocesses involvedin propagationare F
absorption,reflectlon,andtransmission. 'v_

D-7
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' " Psychosocial -- Psychosocial refers tO the interactive combination of
psychological and social factors in the situation under consideration.

PTS -- See Noise-Induced PermanentThreshold Shift.

Pure Tone -- k pure tone is a soundsignal whose instantaneous sound
pressure can be represented by a simple sine wave. A pure tone has
a single frequency.

qua]Ity-- Qualityis that aspectof an observer'sperceptionof soundthat
correspondsmost closelyto the frequencyspectrumof the sound.

RandomSample-- A random sampleis one for which everymemberof the
populationunderstudy has an equalchanceof beingselected.

Rarefaction-- A rarefactionis thatportionof a cycleduringwhich,or
the regionof spacein which,themoleculesare spreadfurtherapart
thannormal.

Reflection-- Reflectionis the processin whichsomeportionof an
incidentwave,uponencounteringa harrier,is returnedback into
the mediumfromwhichit came.

Regulation-- A regulationis a statementissuedby a governmentalagency
- specifyingsome requiredconditionor behavior.

Resonance-- A resonanceis a conditionforwhich theresponseof a
systemto a stimulusis unusuallylarge. In acoustics,resonance
is associatedwith increasedresponseat certainfrequencies,which
are thereforecalledresonancefrequencies.

Sensor--A sensoris any physicaldeviceor physiologicalstructurethat
respondsto stimuli. The term ismostoften applledto certain
structuresof the human senseorgansand to certaindevicesthat
respondto same typesof stimulias do the humansenses.

SlowResponse-- Slowresponseis a settingof one of the controlsof a
soundlevelmeter thatslowsthe movementof the levelindicator
(usuallye metermovement)so thatrms pressurevariationsoccurring
more rapidlythan0.5 secondscan be observedas a relativelysteady
value.

Soctocusis -- Sociocusis refers to those hearing losses associated with
non-work exposures be noise.

Sound-- Sound, as used in this manuaT,refers to oscillations fn
.pressure,partlcleposition,and particlevelocity.

L_I Sound.Analyzer-- A soundanalyzeris a devicethatmeasuresthe soundpressurelevelin narrowbands(usuallyin octaveor l/3-octavebands).

i_ D-8



Sound intensity -- The sound intensity at a particular location is the
averagerateat whichsoundenergyis transmittedthrougha unit area
perpendicular to the direction of propagation.

SoundLevelMeter -- A soundlevelmeter is a devicefor measuringrms
sound pressure level. Such meters fall into three types, called
typesl, 2, and 3. Typel metersare the mostaccurate;Type3 "
are the leastaccurate, Type I and TypeZ metersnormallyare
used for measurement of community noise.

Sound Pressure -- Sound pressure is the variation in pressure that occurs
when a sound signal is propagated through a medium. Sound pressure
is expressed mathematically as: p = p(t) where pressure changes as
a function of time. It is the instantaneous difference between the
actual pressure and the static or barometric pressure at a given
time. The value that is usually measured is the foot-mean-square
(rms) sound pressure. The rms sound pressure at a measurement point
is the squareroot of themean-squarevalueof the instantaneous
soundpressureovera timeinterval. £xpressedmathematically;

(t'dt.
SoundPressureLevel-- The soundpressurelevel,Lp, expressedin

decibels(dB} is 20 timesthe logarithmto the baselO of the ratio C_--
of the rms sound pressureto the rms referencepressureof 20 micro-
pascals(newtonsper squaremeter),or 20 pPa, The mathematical
expressionfor sound_ressurelevelis:

Lp , lO lOglO = 20 loglo

L-Pref_
SoundWave-- A soundwave is a variationin sound pressureassociated

with thepropagationof a periodicsoundsignal.

Standard-- A standardis a set of specificationsdrawn up bya professional
body thatdescribestherequiredperformanceof a system,process,
or device.

Stapes-- See Stirrup.

Stationary Source -- A stationary source is a source that remains wlthln
a pro-determinedboundaryline (forexample,a propertyline)
throughouta noisemeasurement.

Steady-State-- A steady-statenoiseis one whose soundpressurelevelis
essentiallyconstantthroughouttheperiodof observation.

Stirrup-- The stlrruDis oneof the threebones of the middleear.
'SeeOssicles.
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StratifiedRandomSample-- A stratifiedrandomsampleis one for whichtwo
or more aspectsof a populationare sampledin proportionto their
representationin the totalpopulationbeingstudied.

Stressor-- A stressoris any stimulusthatproducesa conditionof stress
in the humanbody. Noiseis an exampleof a stressor.

Structure-BorneVibration-- Structure-bornevibrationis any vibration
propagatedfroma sourceat one locationin a buildingto other
locationsthroughthe structuralelements{framework,floors,wal]s,
etc.)of thatbuilding.

StructuredInterview-- A structuredinterviewis one in whichthe questions
to be asked havebeencompletelydeterminedpriorto the interview.

Survey-- A surveyisany studyof someaspectof a populationor an
environmentthatutilizessamplingtechniquesto obtaindata.

SurveyInstrument-- A surveyinstrumen6as used in connectionwith social
surveys,is a technique{suchas an interviewor questionnaire)for
obtainingInformation.

TemporalPattern-- The temporalpatternof a soundis the variationof

+_'_v soundpressurelevelwith time.
TemporaryThresholdShift-- See Noise-lnducedTemporaryThresholdShift.

Transducer-- A transducerisany devicethatreceivesan inputsignalin
one form (e.g.,mechanical)and putsout a signalin a differentform
(e.g.,electrical).

l' Transmission-- Transmissionis thepassageof energythrougha medium.
The termoftenis used inconnectionwith the soundenergythat
passesthrougha barrier.

Transmission Loss-- The transmissionloss(TL)of a soundbarrieris
obtainedby takingten timesthe logarithm{baselO) of the ratio

_i_ of the incidentacousticenergyto theacousticenergytransmitted
throughthe barrier.

TTS -- See Noise-lnducedTemporaryThreshold Shift.

U1trasonlc-- Ultrasonicsoundsare thosewithfrequenciesgreaterthan
can be detectedby personsof normalhearing.

Vibration-- Vibrationis a backand forthmotionof a system. The

.--_. frequencyof vibrationcan be eitherinfrasonic,audible,or
, / ultrasonic.

VibrationPerceptionThreshold-- The vibrationperceptionthresholdis
reachedwhen the vibrationscan eitherbe seenor feltby touch.

(
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Wavelength-- One wavelengthof a wave is the distancebetweentwo con-
secutivecrestsof thewave (moregenerally,thedistancebetween
any two consecutivepointsof identicalphase},

WhiteNoise-- Whitenoisedescribesa soundsourcethat has equalenergy ',
per unitFrequencyo_raspecifledfrequencyrange. ..

f
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Police Enforcement of Noise Regulations

r_ A Three-Day Model Curriculum

Day 1

9:00-9:30 Welcome and Introduction Instructor

I. Purpose of Workshop Conference
a. Training Coordinator or

b. Test Manual and Training Program Director
Techniques

2. Outline of Curriculum

3. Introduce Staff/Instructors

4. Registration

9:30-10:45 Basics of Sound and Sound Measuremen__t Acoustical

i. Concepts and Definitions Engineer
a. Sound and Noise
b. How Sound Travels

c. Frequency
d. Decibels

e. Loudness

10:45-11:00 Break

11:00-12:30 Introduction to the Sound Level Meter Acoustical/

i° Components of SLM Mechanical

_ 2. Typesof SLM's Engineer
3° Reading a SLM

F 4. Acoustical Calibrators

5. On-Hand Experience

_ 12:30-2:00 Lunch

2:00-3:15 Instrumentation and Measurement Acoustical

i. Equipment Needs for Enforcement Engineer and

2. Measurement Methodology Police Enforce-
ii 3. Basic Measurement Conditions ment Instructor.

4. Site Selection

3:15-3:30 Break

3:30-4:30 Instrumentation and Measurement Continued



Police Enforcement of Noise Regulations

Day 2

9:00-10:15 Community Noise Instructor
i. Monitoring Stationary Noise Pslice Enforce-
2. Recommended Enforcement merit Instructor

Procedures

10:15-10:30 Break

10:30-12:00 Community Noise Con't.

i. Field Experience

12:00-1:15 Lunch

1:15-2:15 Motor vehicle Noise

I. Monitoring Motor Vehicle Noise
2. Recommended Enforcement Procedures

2:15-2:30 Break ,/'_'

2:30-4:00 Motor Vehicle Noise Con't.

4:00-4:30 Test and Evaluation



Police Enforcement of Noise Regulations

Day 3

9:00-10:00 Statutory Basis of Noise Enforcement Instructor

i, Local Ordinance Attorney and
Provislons/Problems Loeal Noise

2. Ordinance Drafting Control Official.
3. Community Programs for

Noise Abatement

10:00-10:15 Break

10:15-12:30 The Law and Its Application Attorney
i. Legal Issues

2. Evidentiary Issues
3. Preparing for Court

12:30-i:00 Test and Evaluation

©
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Police Enforcement of Noise Regulations

Faculty List



V.D. MODEL LEGISLATION

History/Preamble _-

It has been determined that motorcycles (motor vehicles) are
a significant source of excessive traffic noise. The noise source
is often the exhaust and particularly that of modified motorcycles.
Therefore, to preserve public health and welfare, it is the policy

of name of _urisdiction to prevent such noise.

V. D.i. SIIORT TITLE

This chapter, ordinance, statute, section may be cited
as the Motorcycle (Motor Vehicle) Noise Control Act.

V.D.2. DEFINITIONS:

All terms and words not hereinafter defined in the Model

Legislation shall be in conformance with the applicable
terms and definitions as contained in the state or local

; ] law or publications of the American National Standards
Institute.

, (a) ANSI - the American National Standards Institute.

_i (b) "A-Weighted Sound Level" - the sound pressure level in
_ decibels as measured on a sound level meter suing the A-

il weighting network. The level so read is designated as dB(A)
or dBA.

(e) "Decibel" (dB) - a unit for measuring the volume of a
sound equal to 20 times the logarithim to the base i0 or the
ratio of pressure of the sound measured to the reference
pressure which is 20 mlcropascals (2_ micronewtons per square
meter) .

(d) "Excessive or Unusual Noise" - noise which tends to inter-
fere with health, welfare, safety or quality of life and can
be identified as such by the normal human ear or with a sound
level meter.

(e) "Exhaust System" - the components or combination of com-
ponents which provide for the enclosed flow of exhaust gases
or. an internal combustion engine from the exhaust port or ports
of the engine to the atmosphere, excluding brackets, clamps,



[

or mountinghardware.

(f) "Motor Vehicle" - as defined in the state or local code

or any vehicle which is self propelled, but does not include
vehicles which obtain power from overhead wires. This includes,

but is not limited to, passenger cars, multi-purpose passenger

vehicles, trucks, truck-tractors, motor hoi{es, go-carts, snow-
mobiles, amphibious craft on land, dune buggies or racing
vehicles but excludes motorcycles.

(g) "Motorcycle" - as defined in the state or local code;
as defined in The Code of Federal Requlations

or any motor vehicle other than a tractor that has two or
three wheels; has a curb weight (mass) not more than 1499 Ibs.

(680 kg.) ; and with a 176 lb. (80kg.) operator that is capable
of achieving a maximum speed of at least 15 mph (24 km/hr) on
a level paved surface.

(h) "Muffler or Sound Dissipative Device" - a device designed
and used for the flow of exhaust gases and effective in reduc-

ing the exhaust noise from an internal combustion engine.

(i) "Noise" - any unwanted sound.

(j) "Off-Road Motorcycle" - any motorcycle that is not a street

or competition motorcycle. W_

(k) "Person" - any individual, association, partnership, or
corporation and also includes any officer, employee, department,
agency or instrumentality of a state or any political subdivision
thereof.

(i) "Sound" - a series of disturbances which travel in the form

of waves and having characteristics such as duration, frequency,
and intensity.

(m) "Sound Level Meter" - an instrument which _nc]udes a micro--
phone, amplifier, RMS detector, integrator or time averager,

output meter, and weighting networks used to measure sound pres-
sure levels, designed to meet ANSI requirements.

(n) "Tampering" - the removal or rendering inoperable, except
for maintenance, repair, or replacement, of any device or
element of design incorporated into any new vehicle for the
purpose of noise control.

V.D. 3. OPERATION OF MOTORCYCLES (MOTOR VEHICLES)
%

(a) A person shall not drive on a hiqhway, street or public



/._ way in name of state, county or city and the owner
or lessee shall not permit to be driven on a hiqhway, street,

or public way in name of state, county or'city any
motor vehicle or combination of motor vchicles-_f a type required

to be registered under cite local statute in a manner

that, at any time, at any speed, or under any condition of
grade, load, acceleration, or deceleration/ exceeds the
sound level limits established under Section V.D.4. of this

law or ordinance for the oF)eratJorl of that type of
motor vehicle or combination of vehicles.

(b) If a police officer has reason to believe the exhaust
noise of a vehicle registered in this state is exceeding the
maximum sound level limits established under Section V.D.4.

of this law or ordinance , the officer may stop the
vehicle and issue to the driver a noise inspection order.

(c) This section does not limit or supercede any

other provision of law concerning vehicle equipment,

vehicle noise levels, or the means o_ enforcing the laws
relating to the vehicle equipment or noise levels.

V.D.4. IN USE VEIIICLE NOISE LEVEL LIMITS

(a) NO person shall operate a motorcycle (motor vehicle)

r ; on a highway, street, or public way in a manner
as to exceed the noise limits for the class of motor vehicle
as sef forth in Table r.

z';

TABLE V. 1

: ON-HIGHWAY MOTOR VEHICLES

,./ Class of Vehicle Posted or Advisory Speed

_i 35 mph or less 45 mph or over 45 mph

_ _evel road less

!! Motorcycles 74 78 82

Passenger cars and trucks
less than 10,000 ibs.GVW 70 72 78

Trucks and buses I0,000

ibs. and over GVW Optional Optional Optional

(b) All noise limits set forth in Table I shall be based on a

measurement distance at 50 feet from the center of the nearest

lane of travel within the speed zone specified. Measurements

_ may _e taken at distances other than those specified in Table I
and the distance correction factors set forth in Table II shall "

i_ be applied.

!:

I.



TABLE V. 2,

l Sound Level LflIIits_ d_

On-Highway :._cr_ycles Autos anu L_gnc 'fr__c_

Posnc,<iSFee_ Zone Pos_cd Spe__aZone
35 r_pn_ 45 mph Greater _- 35 mFn 45m_n Grea_er

Distance; D Level I or than Level or t.bmrin Feet P_ad Less 45 r_h P_ad Less 45 mp.h

21 - 29 81 85 89 . 77 79 85

29- 32 80 84 88 76 78 84

32- 35 79 83 87 75 77 83

35- 39 77 81 85 73 75 81

39- 43 76 80 84 72 74 80

.. 43- 48 75 79 83 71 73 79

48- 58 74 78 82 70 72 78

58- 70 73 77 81 69 71 77

70 - 83 72 76 80 68 70 76

83- 99 71 75 79 67 69 75

99 - 118 70 74 78 66 68 74



V.D.5. STATIONARY VEIIICLE NOISE LEVEL LIMITS

(a) A vehicle, when tested in a stationary mode, shall not

exceed the following sound level limits:

Motorcycles .......................... 95 dBA

Passenger cars and

light trucks less

than 10,000 pounds GVW

Front Engine ............... 90 dBA

Rear Engine ................ 92 dBA

(b) All stationary noise level limits shall be based on the

microphone of a sound level meter located 20 inches (.5 meter)
and within 45 degrees of the exhaust outlet. The test shall

be performed with the transmission in neutral and the engine

accelerated to 3,000 rpm for passenger cars and light trucks
and 50 per cent of rated horsepower for motorcycles.

V.D.6. MOROCYCLE (MOTOR VEHICLE) TO BE EQUIPPED WITH AN EXHAUST
SYSTEM MAINTAINED IN GOOD WORKING ORDER.

(a) Every motorcycle (motor vehicle) operated on a _,
street, or public wa Z shall, at all times, be equlpped
with an exhaust system free of defects and maintained in good

working order to prevent excessive or unusual noise.

V.D.7. TAMPERING MODIFICATION TO EXHAUST SYSTEM AND NOISE ABATEMENT

EQUIPMENT.

(a) No person shall modify any'exhaust system or other noise

abatement equipment in any m_nner which would amplify or increase
the sound of the motorcycle (motor vehicle) above that as orig-

inally manufactured.

(b) No person shall remove or render inoperative or cause or

permit to be removed or rendered inoperative any component,
device or equipment which was installed by the manufacturer

of the motorcycle (motor vehicle) for the purpose of noise control

except for the purpose of maintenance, repair or replacement.

©



V.D.8. OPERATION OF MOTORCYCLE (MOTOR VEHICLE) WITH MODIFIED OR
TAMPERED EXHAUST SYSTEM OR NOISE ABATEMENT EQUIPMENT.

(a) No person shall operate on a hiqhway, street or _ublic
way or any restricted off-road operation a motorcycle
(motor vehicle) with a modified or tampered exhaust system or
noise abatement equipment if such modification or tampering
amplifies or increases the sound of the motorcycle (motor vehicle)
above that as originally manufactured.

V.D.9. (OPTIONAL) NEW MOTORCYCLE (MOTOR VEHICLE) SOUND LEVEL
LIMITS •

(a) Every new motorcycle (motor vehicle) sold or offered for

sale in this state, county or city and required to bc
registered shall _eet the limits set forth in Table Ill.

TABLE V. 3 J

New Motor Vehicle Sound Level Limits

Notorcycles 83 dBA

Passenger Cars and _'--'_
trucks less than

i0,000 pounds OVW 80 dBA

Trucks and buses

10,000 pounds and over 83 dBA

(b) New motorcycle (motor vehicle) sound level limits shall
be determined by application of the appropriate SAE test proced-
ure for the class of vehicle being tested.

(c) Each manufacturer of a motorcycle (motor vehicle) of a type
required to be registered in "this state, county or city

shall certify to' the name of appropriate official, agene Z or
department by specify time or dates in a manner
prescribed by the name of appropriate official, agent Z or
dg_artment the motorcycles (motor vehicles) which meet the
sound level limits set forth in Table III and may be offered

for sale in state, county or city

(d) The manufacturer shall, upon request, provide either through
factory outlets, dealers or other means, motorcycles (motor
vehicles) for testing by the name of appropriate official,
agency or department.



_-_ V.D.10. OFF-ROAD OPERATION - RESTRICTED AREAS

(a) No person shall operate any off-road motorcycle within the

boundaries of specify areas with _urisdiction during

specify times

V.D.II. ENFORCEMENT

(a) The name of a?propriate official, aqoncy or deparrrent
may specify the methods of enforcement, training and certif:caKion

of enforcement personnel and those acts which constitute a vio-
lation of this statute, law, ordinance, etc. which includes

but is not limited to as specified by local authorities

V.D.12. SEVERABILITY

(a) Any provision or application of this statute, law, section,
etc. is held to be invalid shall not cause the remainder of the

statute, law, section, etc. to be invalid.

J
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APPENDIX J-_

Procedure to Enforce Section V.D.3.

(i) The noise inspection order shall direct the owner
of the vehicle to have the vehicle tested at a desig-

nated site within i0 days.

(2) If after testieg, it is determined the exhaust
noise of the vehicle exceeds the sound levels es{ablished

under Section V.D.4., a noise repair order shall be issued.

(3) The noise repair order shall direct the owner of
the vehicle:

(i) To have the exhaust system corrected as neces-

sary at a place of the owner's choice within i0
days from the issuance of the noise repair order.

(ii) To send to name of apF,ropriate agenc Z or
department to a noise repair order certification dated
subsequent to the issuance of the order.

(4) The name of appropriate department or agenc Z
shall prepare and provide the necessary forms for the

enforcement and administration of this law, ordinance, r_'-
or section

(5) The name or appro_rigte department or agency
may adopt rules and regulations to carry out the provis-
ions of this section.

(OPTIONAL)

(i) THESE RULES AND REGULATIONS MAY INCLUDE THE

SUSPENSION OF REGISTRATION IF PERMITTED BY LOCAL LAW ,.

AND/OR THE ISSUANCE OF A CITATION REQUIRING COURT
ADJUDICATION.

(ii) IF SUSPENSION OF REGISTRATION IS PERMITTED,
THE RULES AND REGULATIONS MUST ALSO INCLUDE PROVIS-

IONS FOR THE REINSTATEMENT SUSPENDED REGISTRATION.

,_..____..._,___ ..........,..............................----- --_ ....... :.._._._ .•.... ...... r..•. ...................._



REGULATIONS
f-_ GOVERNING TIIE MODEL ENFORCEMENT OF (MOTOR C%'CLE) NOISE

A. (Cite local chapter, section or title)

.01 Promulgation of Regulations for Maximum Sound Level Limits

The following sections of the Motorcycle (h?ctor Vehicle)
Noise Control Act authorize the (title of individual or

name of demartment or _ency) to aaop_'cer_ain reguia-
tions:

A. Section V-D.2 - establish maximum sound level limits

for motorcycles (motor vehicles) operated on the (hi_h-
ways_ s.treets or publie.-wa_s) of this (state, ccmnty,
city or town).

B. Section V-D.4 --with the (name of police department),
develop procedures for the administration and enforce-
ment of the mazimum sound level limits for motorcycles
(motor vehicles) operated on the (hiKhways, streets,
or public ways) of this (state, countyj city or
town)

_, C. Section V-D.6 - establish maximum sound level limits
' for new motorcycles (motor vehicles) sold, offered for

sale, distributed or leased in this (state, county,

city or town)

_, D. Section V-D.8 - develop procedures for the administra-
il tion and enforcement of the maximum sound level limits
i_ for new motorcycles ( motor vehicles).

i E. Section V-D.9 - develop procedures for the certification
_! of new notorcycles (motor vehicles) to be sold, offered
'_: for sale, distributed or leased in this (statep county,

.................city or town)
4.

i_ F. Section V-D.II - develop procedures for the certification
;_ ' of exhaust muffler, intake mufflers and other noise

abatement devices sold in this (State, county,, city

, . or town) .
%J

>1
I;

i, .'
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.02 Applicability

A. Regulations .04 through .12 apply to the measurement
of the sound level of:

i. Any motorcycle (motor vehiole_ when in motion: or

2. Any stationary motorcycle (motor vehicle) whether
or not it is equipped with an engine speed governor.

B. Regulations .04 through .12 do not apply to,

i. The sound generated by a horn or other warning
device when used under the provisions of (cite
local traffic or motor vehiclecode) t or

2. The sound generated by an emergency motor vehicle
when operating under the provisions of (cite..
local traff_p or motet'vehicle code)

,03 Definitions

A. ANSI means the American National Standards Institute :_L
or its successor bodies.

B. A-Weighted Sound Level means the sound pressure level
in decibels ms measured on a sound level meter using
the A-weighted network.

C. dBA means the accep±ad standard abbreviation for the
A-weighted sound level in decibels.

D. Decibel means a unit for measuring the volume of a
sound equal to 20 times the Iogarithim to the base .,
I0 or the ratio of pressure of sound measured to the
reference pressure'which is 20 micropascals (20 micro-
newtons per square meter)."

E. GCWR means the value specified by the man_acturer as
the loaded weight of a combination vehicle.

F, GVWR means the value specified by the manuract_Arer as
the loaded weight of a single vehicle.

G. Ground Cover means any of various low dense growing
plants such as ivy, myrtle, low weeds or brush.

K. SAE means the Society of Automotive Engineers, Ins.
or its successor bodies. _
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•03 Definitions - Continued

I. Sound Level means the A-weighted sound level obtained
by the use of a sound level meter set on the A-weighted
network or characteristic as specified in American
National Standard SI,4-1971, "Specifications for Sound
Level Meters ",

J. Sound Level Meter means an instrument which includes
a microphone, amplifier, Rr,_detector, integrator or
time averager, output meter, and weighting networks
used to measure sound pressure levels and designed to
meet ANSI requirements.

.04 Maximum sound level limits for in-use motorcycles (motor
vehicles)

A. A motorcycle (motor vehicle) shall not be operated or
permitted to be operated at any time, speed, or _nder
any conditions of grade, load, acceleration or decel-
eration or in any manner which would cause the sound
level of the motorcycle (motor vehicle) to exceed the
limits specified in Tables I or 3 for the type of vehicle
and posted or advisory speed.

1. All sound level limits for (highway, street or
public way) operation shall'_be ba_ed On a dis-
tance of 50 feet between the microphone location
and the center of the lane of travel of the vehicle
and using the A-weighted network and fast meter
response mode of the sound level meter.

a. Measurements made at other distances shall he
......... adjusted by the factors specified in Table 2. "'

• 2. All sound level limits for stationary vehicle
measurements shall box

a. Motorcycles (Motor Vehicles) with engine speed
, , governors .... based on a 50 feet distance :,,,•

be_veen the microphone location and the iongi- '
tudinal centerline of the vehicle and using
the A-weighted network _undslow meter response
mode of the sound level meter. • ' '_:

b. Motorcycles (Motor Vehicles) without engine _-"
speed governors .... based on a 20 inches dis-
tance between the microphone location and the

_, exhaust outlet of the vehicle using the A-weighted
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.04 Maximum Sound Level Limits for In-Use Motorcycles (Motor
Vehicles) - Continued

2.

b. network and slow response mod_ of the sound level
me te r.

TABLE i

MAXIMUM SOUND LEVELS - (HIGHWAY, STREET OR PUBLIC WAY OPE._ATION

Ty_e of vehicle Posted or advisgry speed limit
45 moh or less Over #5 mph

Any motorcycle z 82 dBA 86 dBA

After,_Date of further reduction) (Further reduced limits)

Passengercarsandlight 76 dBA 82 dBA _"
%Tucks less $han IO,OOO pounds
GVWR

After IDate of further Teduction) (Further reduced limits)

Trucks, buses and combination 35 mph or less Over 35 mph
vehicles over lO,O00 pounds
GVWR or GCWR 86 dBA 90 dBA

(Any further reductions or dates would have to affect intrastate

vehicles only because EPA and BMCS limits are preemptive of local
requirements for regulated carriers)

TABLE 2

DISTANCE CORRECTION FACTORS

Distance in feet between dBa correction factor added %o
microphone location and or subtracted from limit
center of lane of travel ___

21-29 _ 7

29-32 _ 6
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TABLE 2

DISTANCE CORRECTION FACTORS - Continued

32-35 .:+ 5

35-39 +3

39-43 _2

43-48 _1

48-58 _ o

58-70 - i

7o-83 -2

83-99 - 3

99-118 - 4

.05 Maximum Sound Level Limits for Stationnry Motorcycles(Motor Vehicles)

A. A vehicle when tested in a stationary mode, shall
s not exceed the limits specified in Table 3.

Li

ii:i TABLE3
:_

_! MAXIMUM SOUND LEVELS - STATIONARY MODE

_P -' _:%f vehlcle ..... --- ..... ........ ."-" ............ Maximt_ level :In dBA

_ Anymotorcycle 95
!

'After (Date of further reduction) :(Further reduced lira:t)

: ,. 4

:: .:",.:: . , .:.

" Passenger cars and light trucks .'
i'. less than 10,000 pounds OVWR
¢ Front engine 90

,_ Rear engine 92

_._ After _Date 'o_"fur_e.rreduce:onI i,(Further're'd.ueed"limit)

:: Trucks, buses and combination
_, vehicles over iO,O00 pounds
il GVWR or O.CWR 88 *
!
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* Stationary test is applicable to motor vehicles equipped with an
an engine speed governor and is based on a 50 feet distance between
the microphone location location point and the longitudinal center-
llne of the motor vehicle,

.06 Standard _._easunementSite For _ (High_'/ay,.Z_reetor Public
Way) Operation of All r_otorcycles (I._otorVehicles) and
Stationary r,:easurementsof r,_.otorVehicles over i0,000 pounds
GV'dR and GC_'/REquipped With an Engine Speed Governor,

A. _oving Motorcycle (,_.otorVehicle) Measurement 2roeed-
ures. (See Figure I)

I. Measurements shall be made at a measurement site
which is adjacent to and includes a portion of a

traveled lane of a ___way. street or Dub!is .way) . A microphone %u_rget point shall be estah
lished on the eenterline of the %-raveled lane of
of the . .(hi_ay, street or public way) and a
microphone location poinZ shall be established on
the ground surface 50 feet from the microphone
target point and on a line that is perpendicular
to the csnterllne of the traveled lane of the ,'_

a(hi_ay,,street or public w y) and passes through,
the mlcrophone target point.

2. The measurement site shall have a clear area with
a radius of 50 feet around both the microphone
location and target points. There shall be no
sound reflecting surfaces within the clear areas.

3. Within the measurement site is a triangular area
which is determined by connecting the mlcrophone
location point and the points where the eenterline ..
Of the lane of ±ravel intersects the outer edges
of the clear area around the microphone target
point. There shall be'"no other vehicles within
%he _rangular area when a vehicle is within the
measurement sits.

4. The sound level of the motorcycle (motor vehicle)
is the highest reading observed on the sound level
meter as it passes through the measurement site.

5, The sound level of the motorcycle (motor vehicle)
being measured must be observed to rise and fall
at least 6 dBA before and after the maximum sound

level occurs. L,../

B. Stationary Motor Vehicle ._leasurementProcedures for
Motor Vehicles Over IO,OO0 pounds GVWR and GCWR and
equipped With an Engine Speed Governor. (See Figure 2)
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.06 BStationary Motor Vehicle Measurement Procedures Cont'd

I. The motor vehicle to be tested shall be parked within
the measurement site. A microphone target point
shall be established on the groun_ surface of the site
on the centerline of the lane in which the motor vehicle
is parked at a point that is within 3 feet of the long-
itudinal position of th; vehicle exhaust outlet or
outlets.

a. If the motor vehicle is a combination vehicle,
they shall be parked so the longitudinal center-
lines of all vehicles are in substantial align-
ment.

2. A mlcrophone location point shall be established on
the ground surface 50 feet from the microphone target
point and on a line that is perpendicular to the center-
line of the lane where the'vehicle is parked and passes
through the microphone target point.

3. The measurement site shall have a clear area with a
radius of 50 feet around both the microphone location
and target points. There _hall be no sound reflecting
surfaces within the clear areas.

4. All auxiliary equipment such as cranes, asphalt spreaders,
liquid or slurry pumps, auxiliary air compressors,
welders or trash compactors which are installed on the
motor vehicle and which are designed to operate under
normal conditions only when the vehicle is operating
at a speed or 5 miles per hour or less shall be turned
off.

5. If the motor vehicle engine fan is equippped with a
e_tch or similar device that automatically either re- .,
duces or dlsengages the rotational speed of the fan
from i_s power source in response to reduced engine
cpoling loads, park the vdhicle before testing, with
the engine rurming at high idle speed or any other
speed theoperatormay choose, for sufficient _ime but
not more than 10 minutes, to permit the radiator fan
to automaticallydisengage.

6. The motor vehicle transmission shall be in neutral and
the clutch engaged.

7. Rapidly accelerate the engine from idle to maximum
governed speed with wide oper throttle and return to
idle speed and observe the maximum reading on the sound
level meter. Repeat these procedures until the first
two maximum sound level readings observed are within
2 dBA of each other. Numericallyaverage the readings
to obtain the maximum sound level of the motor vehicle.
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.06 B. Stationary Motor Vehicle Measurement Procedures Cont'd

s. If the motor vehicle is equipped with dual
exhausts, these procedures will be applied
to both sides of the moto_ vehicle and the
numerical averages for each side will be nu-
merically averaged to obtain the maximum
sound level generated by the motor vehicle.

.07 Measurement Site for Stationary Measurements for Motor-
cycles (and Motor Vehicles Less than iO,000 pounds GVWR).

A. Measurements shall be made at a site that contains
IO feet radius around the centerline of the vehicle
of clear area free of reflecting surfaces.

B. The microphone Shall be located 20 inches away from
the exhaust outletl 8 inches above the ground level
on which the vehicle stands| and within a 45 degree
angle of the exhaust outlet.

C. The transmission of the motorcycle (motor vehicle)
shall be placed in neutral end the engine epged P"
gradual_'increased to:

I. Motorcycle, 50 percent of rated horsepowerj

2. Motor vehicles less than 10,o00 pounds GVWR,
3,000 revolutions per minute.

D. The sound level of the motorcycle (motor vehicle)
shall be the maximum level observed on the saund

level meter when the engine speed of the motorcycle
....... (motor vehicle) listed in Section _7 C is attained. ,,

.08 Non-Standard Measurement Site For , (Highway, Stree_ or
Public Way). Operation of All Motorcycles (Motor Vehicles).
See Figure 3
A. Measurements may be made at a site that meets all the

requirements of Section .06 A except the distance
between the microphone location and target points,

1, If the distance between the microphone location
and target points is less than 50 feet, the clear
area around the microphone location and target
points shall have a radius equal to the distance

• between the microphone location and target points._

a. If the distance between the microphone
location and target points is less than
50 feet, the sound level limits shall be

adjusted as specified in Table 2.
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.08 Non-Standard Measurement Site Cont'd

A.

2. If the distance between the m_crophone location
and target points is greater than 50 feet, the
clear area around the microphone location and
target points shall have a radius of 50 feet.

a. If the distance between the microphone loca-
tion and target points is greater than 50 feet,
the sound level limits shall be adjusted as
specified in Table 2.

.09 Site Requirements For _2q. Street or Public.Way)
Operation of Motorcycles (All :_otorVehicles) and Station-
ary Testing of Motor Vehicles Over i0,000 Pounds GVWR and
GCWR Equipped With an Engine Speed Governor.

A. The measurement site shall be an open site, essentially
free of large sound reflecting objects or surfaces and
no closer than 200 feet between the microphone target
point and a tunnel or overpass. However, the follow-
ing objects may be within the measurement site, in- ,_
eluding the triangular measurement area but not between
the microphone location and target points_

I. Small cylindrical or vertical objects less than
14 inches in diameter regardless of length, such
as fire hydrants, lampposts or utility poles.

2. Guardrails or traffic railings less than 14 inches
in height regardless of length except solid con-

..... crete barriers commonly referred to as "Jersey ..
Barriers".

3. Rural mailboxes.

4. One or mere curbs or surfaces having a vertical
height or I foot or less

B. The following objects may be within the measurement
site if they are outside the traingular measurement
area of the site,

I. Any vertical surface, such as billboards or traffic
signs, regardless of size, having a lower edge
more than 15 feet higher than the surface of the
lane of travel of the _(highway, street or public
way) provided the face of the object is angled __.
upward from the lane of travel.

2. Any uniformly sloping surface sloping upward from

from the lane of travel, such as a rise in grade
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.09 Site Requirements Cont'd

B.

2. alongside a _(hii_hwayp street .or public way)
with a slope that is less %han _5 degrees above
the horizontal plane of the lane of travel. See
Figure 4

3. Any surface sloping downward from the lane of
travel that is mere than 45 degrees but not more
than 90 degrees provided the serrate on whimh the
microphone stands is not more than 10 feet below
the plane of the lane of travel. See Figure 5

4. Any standing water.

5. The operator, a witness or trainee. The operator,
witness or trainee mus_ be positioned behind the
microphone but no closer than 2 feet from the
microphone.

C. (Highway, Street or Public W_y) Surface Requirements.

I. The traveledlane of the _hi_hway, street or public
way) shall be dry, paved with relatively smooth
concrete of asphalt and substantiallyfrsee from:

a. Holes or other defects which would cause a
vehicle to emit irregular tire, body or chassis
impac_ noise! and

b. Loose material such as gravel or sand.

D. Ambient Conditions.

I. Sound - The ambient A-weighted sound level at the
microphone shall be measured, in the absence of
motorcycle (motor vehicle) sound emanating from
within the clear zone, with fast meter response
selection on a sound level meter which conforms
to Section II.

a. The measured ambient sound level shall be at
least I0 dBA below the maximum levels to be
enforced.

2. Wind - The wind speed at the microphone location
point shall be measured at the beginning of each
series of sound measurements and at intervals of

_'_ 5 to 15 minutes thereafter until it has been es-
_'_ tablishsd _he wind speed is essentially constant.

After it has been determined the wind speed is
constant, future wind speed measurements may be
made at intervals of once each hour or whenever

wind speed increases. Sound measurements may
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D.

2. only be made if the measured wind speed is 12
miles per hour or less. Occasional wind speed
gusts up to 20 miles per hour are permitted.

3. Precipitation - 5_easuurements are prohibited under
amy condition of precipitation, however, measure-
ments may be made woth snow on the _Tound. The
ground surface within the measurement area shall
be free from standing water.

E. Reflecting Surfaces Within Measurement Sites for Motor-
cycles (and Motor Vehicles Less Than 10,000 pounds
GVWR ).

I. Measurements made in sftes with sound reflecting
surfaces behind the microphone location point or
beyond the vehicle fore and aft centerline and
outsidethe triangularmeasurementarea shall be
adjusted by the factors in Table 4. If the reflect-
ing surface are behind the microphone location

f_ point and beyond the vehicle fore and aft center-
" line, they are additive. Measurements shall not

be made when a sound reflecting surface is less
than 25 feet from the microphone location point
or the fore and aft centerline of the vehicle or
when there are more than two reflecting surfaces

i] within a site,

TABLE 4

Distance between reflecting surface dBA adjustment added
and microphone location or _arge_ polnt._, to limit

More than 25 feet but not I dBA
more than 35 feet

_i0 Site Requlremen_s for Stationary Testing of Motorcycles
(Motor Vehicles Over 10,000 Pounds GVWR.

A. The measurement slte shall have a relatively hard
smooth concrete or saphalt surface free of loose
materials.

_ B. There shall be no reflecting surfaces within the
_ I0 feet radius of the motorcycle (motor vehicle)
_' being tested.

C. The measurement site shall be free of standing water
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C. however the measurement site does not have to be
completely dry

.ii Sound Level Measurement Equipment.

A. Sound level meter

1. A _(Type I or Type 2) sound level meter meeting
the requirements o_"American National Standards
Specification for Sound Level Meters ANSI 1.4-1971
or ANSI $1.4-1971 or later revision shall be used.

a. The sound level meter shall be calibrated and
certified ._s_eeify time interval).,,with a
method traceable to the U.S. National Bureau
of Standards to verify its performance within
design tolerances.

2. Auxiliary Equipment - {Z/coolly any additional
eqsipmeDt su.ch as,tripod I cabte etc. which may .-.
be necessary for_use and enforcement).

B. Acoustical Calibrator.

I. An acoustical calibrator of the microphone coupler
type shall be used for calibration of the sound
level meter during field operation and use. The
frequency of the calibration signal shall be 1000
Hz, ._5 percent

a. The calibrator shall be calibrated and _r_i-
.... fled annually.:wi_h a method traceable to the ""

to the U.S., National Bureau of Standards to
verify its pegformance within design tolerances.

C. Microphone Windscreen.

1. A windscreen shall be used for all measurements
to protect the microphone from wind noise. In-
stallation of _he windscreen may no% cause a change
in the sensitivity or more than L5 dB in the
frequency range from 50 Hz to 5_I{z or more than
£ 2 dB in the frenquency range Zrom 5 E_z. It is
sufficient that this compliance be demonsra_ed
only at the required sound level meter calibra-
tion and certification.

D, Anemometer

I. Specify the type required for local enforcement
purposes. (Usually a hand held type would be
sufficient)

........................................................ ................ •......................
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D, Anemometer

1. _f new vehicle testing or certification is a
part of the noise program, the anemometer should
be a remote nperation type with a steady-state
accuracy of : I0 percent of any reading above
I0 miles per hour.

E. Tachometer

1. The tachometer shall be solid state with an in-
ductive pick up and be capable of measuring engine
speed of ignition spark engines of 2 or 4 stroke
cycle or rotary design. It shall ales have the
capabilities of being used on 2,4,6, or 8 cylinder
engines. The tachometeF shall have a solid-state
accuracy of Z 100 revorutions per minute readings
throughout a range of 2,000 through 12,000 revolu-
tions per minute.

_"_ .12 Sound Level Equipment Operation for Measuring Motorcycle
(MotorVehicle)Sound.

A. Microphone Location.

I. All moving motorcycle (motor vehicle) and station-
ary measurements for vehicles over i0,000 pounds
GVWR and GCWR equipped with an engine speed governor.

a. The microphoneshsllbe locatedat a height
, of not less than 2 feet or more than 6 feet

!: above the plane of the lane of travel or the
surface on which the vehicle is parked, The

. microphoneshallno.tbe lessthan3_ feet
' above the surface on which it stands. The

preferred microphone height is _ feet above
i the surface on which it stands,

., 2. Stationary measurements for motorcycle and other
_: vehicles with less than i0,O00 pounds GVWR,

a° The microphone shall be located at a height
of 8 inches above the surface on which the
microphone and vehicle stand. It shall be
20 inches from the exhaust outlet of the
vehicle and within 45 degrees of the exhaust

outlet.

B. Microphone Orientation

I. Unless specifiedotherwise by the manufacturer,the
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B. Microphone Orientation

microphone shall be approximately, but not more than
70 degrees from being perpendicular to the (highway.
street or public way) so the sound from the vehicle
reaching the microphone from any point in the measure-
ment site strikes the microphone at a grazing inci-
dence (parallel to the microphone diaphragm).

C. _eter Operation

1. The so_d level meter shall be operated in accor-
dance with the manufacturer's instructions and as
follows:

a. The meter shall be set for the A-welghting
ne_York and fast response.

(1) For stationary vehicle measurements, the
meter shall br set on the slow response.

2. The sound level me_er shall be calibrated with
the acoustic calibrator immediately before and ,_
after a period of use, and at approximately _ to
1 hour intervals when in use.

a. When the meter is initially calibrated, it
shall be checked at 15 minute intervals until
it has stabilized (less than •5 dB drift).

3, The operator may not stand at any point in the
measurement site that lies on a line passing
through the microphone location and targe points.
An operator, witness or trainee may be positioned "
behind the microphone but no closer than 2 feet
of the mlcrophone.

4. The ambient (background) sound level, including
that of other vehicles, wind effects and all other
sources except the sound of the vehicles being
measuared, shall be at least 10 dBA less than the
maximum sound level of the vehicle being measured.

5. The sound level reading of a moving vehicle or
stationsmy vehicle shall be the highest reading
observed as the vehicle passes through the site
or the engine speed is attained when the require-
ments of Sections .06.'and 07 are met.
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•13 Records.

A. The operator shall keep written a_d signed records,
on prescribed forms, which shall include at least the
following:

I, Location of measurement site and posted or advisory
speed, if applicable,

2. Date and times of measurements.

3. A sketch of the site, noting the location of any
sound reflecting surfaces if any are present.

_. Name of operator making the measurements.

5. Identifying numbers of sound measurement equipment.

6. Site correction faotor_, if any.

7. Distance correction factors for the different lanes
of travel to be used.

8. Distance correction factor, if any, for the distance

_ between the microphone and fore and aft centerline
• of the stationary vehicle being measured.

9. For each violation observed, a description of the
vehicle, lane of operation (except for stationary
vehicle measurements), the sound level reading as
set forth in Sections .06 and .07, the maximum
permitted sound level, the time, enforcement action
taken, if any, wind speed, calibration times,
calibration adjustments if made, and any other
information deemed necessary.

i,

F


